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PREFACE A

r

The Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRP)Lrith
. .

,

supkortftom the National Institute of Education (Contract No.

400-76-0136) undertook a stu'oaS, of the impact of rederit gchoOl .

finance reforms on poor and minority studAts in six states--

'4California, Colorado, Florida, Michigan, New Mexico and Texas.

The objective df the,study was to track the distribution, of

dollars fdr education among districts with pupils Of.differerit

ethnic and income groups-from .before to aftpr "reform" 1egis-
.

lation was implemented, The ultimate gbal of this research was'.

to inform policy ;makers on 'the state and 'federaj. levels about

whether and to'what extent legislative,Worms.,of the first half
4,. ,

of the'1970's have redistributed education resources in a manner
. % . (,. .which is more equitable :for poor and mipority,students-,so that

,

future policies tight be ideasuredsby such a standard of equity.
k.

The? research, while sponsored by IDRA of San Antonia°
.

was a cooperative effort with several school finance stiffly
.

projects originatd by4the National Urbart.Coalition (NUC) of

Washington, D.C. Robert Bothwell, former director of the Education

'Finance Division of NUC, proposed this cooperative research

effort. The purpose of the joint research effort was not only

to study the impact of school finance refoims on poor and minority

pupils, but also to' provide the 'school finance reform projects

with the data and statistical tools necessary to continue to

monitor school finance lt"gislation in their respective states well

beyond tbe lmination of this study. :dr

\
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The findings of the study are reported in nine volumes.,

This _report (Volume 3) detailS the findings on the impact of
m

the 1972 school finance law in California (SB 90) on'poor and

minori children. The principal author, RobertySinglelop, is

formex director of the Education Finance Refo-rm Project of Los

Angeles. Joseph Garcia and Ruben,

the study, represent the Californi

Proect.at San Diego State UniVers

Espinoea4 co-investigators in
-

a School Finance Refort

ity. r,"11

The effectsof the California reform are. compared with those
°,,,41.

of the five other states in Volume 1: An Impact Study of Six

States:,

Volumes f 4, 5 and 6 are

*Florida-NewM xico and:Colorado;

individual state reports on Texas,

respectively. Each report'

gives an'histayidal overview of school finance legislation, a
.

detailed,description of the reform, andan in-depth analysis of
4

the outcomes of the school finance system before and,after the'_

reform wgs'implemented.

Volume7: A Statistical

tion in Texas,.School Finance

Note on a New Case for Discrimina-
4

1

presents the type of statistical

,

analyse which might be.emproy0 pin court to rovediscrimina-
.T

tion against poor and minority children infunding education.

Volume 8: A History of School Finance Reform Litigation and'
-

the Interests of Urban, Poor and Children gives an over-

1.

.,

.viev of-schopi finance refOrM litigation in the,context of other .0
4

,I
4

%

edudational reform litigation efforts inlbehalf of poor and minog-

ity children.
4

"

x S
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`'INTRODUCTION

Of the 19,957,304 California residents 1970, 74% were Anglo,
:1/4

AV- 115.5% Were.Chicano, 7.0% were Black, and 2.75 were Asian American.

Native Americans apd others constituted less than one percent of

the tot a1 population,

According to-the U.S. Census of Population for 1970, -9.l%

of the 17,36,725 persons in California families lived below

poverty. Poverty statistics Varied widely by race and ethnicity..

Eight percent of the white family members not of Hispanic origin

(herein P nglos") lived below poverty, while 15.4% of Hispania

whites (h ein.,mChicanoi") lived below poverty. The percentage

of Blacks living below povety was.23.4%. Although tie cdisus fails
/94\

to give an adequate breakdown of other minority ethnic groups,

collectively they had 10.3% living below poverty.

rMedj.an school years cdmpleted'im 1970 for the population,

aged 14 years and older, was '12,3 years. Angios ranked slightly

higher than the average. For Chicanos, the median was 10,7 years,

-,F

and for Blacks, the med3jn was 11.,7 years. Tilts, the'average Anglo

had some college, while the average Black and Chicano had pot

cvpleted high school.:

1 .

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970, De-
tailed Characteristics, Final Report k*(1)-D6. California. Section
1 Ta les 138 and 148. :tection 2, Table 20.7. 1975 data are from 7--

California Department of Finance, California Statistical Abstract,
1975, p. viii.

14
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The temperate climate_of the state, especially in Southern

California, has attracted milliqns 'of people to its coastal cities

durink the past century. The population approximately doubled

five times in that period, or once, every 20 years. Thi phenomenal .

J ,

rate of growth has placed an enormous burden on the education

services in the cities, although the increase has slowed sOmewhat
.

in recent years. In the past five years, California has sained

about 200 new' residents. per day. During the five years from 1963 -

1967, however, 'the average annual increase was 454,600 -- more that'

a thousand per day. On July 1, 1975, 'California had a total popu-

]ktion of 21,113,000.

HISTORY OF SCHdbii FINANCE REFORM IN CALIFORNIA

The litigation in California began with the landmark school

finanqe case in Serrano v. Priest. The.1971 ruling, knOwn within

/e1-' the school fingnce research community as Serrano I
2

, held that the

California school finance system violated the equal protection clause

of the state constitution because it made the quality of education

dependent on the taxable wealth of local school districts. 3

The plaintiffs in the case were school children, including those .

of john Serrano, and their taxpayer pa'rents. Defendants were the

2
Serrano v. Priest, 5 Cal. 3d. 584, 96 Cal. Rptr., 601, 487, P 2d

1241 (19715:-. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the lit-
erature on this ruling. Where this,is,not true, the reader is directed
to a proponent's view in Karst, "Serrano v. Priest: A State Court's
ROponsibilities,axid Opportunities 'in the Development of Federal
Constitutional Law," 60 California Law Rev. 720 (1972) and a critical
review in Goldstein, "Intvdistrict Inequalities in School Financing:
U. Pa. L.Rev., 504 (1972).

3
Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rig s Under Law, Summary of

Statewide Finance Cases Since 1973, Febrtiary 2; 1977, p. 3.

2 ,iv
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State TreaSurer (Ivy Baker Priest.,-,the'State Contrdller, and the
. /.

State Superint4ndent of Public Instruction, as well as their counter-

parts at the county level. A number of wealthy school districts'

intervened on e side of thedefendants.t

The comp intihlegeli.dfscrimination against both children and

taxpayers in.poof districts. Plaintiffs claimed that there were

substantial dispatrities among school districts in California in

per pupil wealth, ;knd:that th disparities, in tyrn, produced
-*.
substantial dispailifties among districts in per pupil expenditures

.

for public education', with the result that the educational oppor-
,

tunities available tiLtax poor districts were substantially inferior
"Im

4

to those akailable to: children-in wealthier districts.

Originally filed on August 23, 196$, the complaint was dismissed

by the California Superior Court. The dismissal was affirmed by the

'California Court oftAppegls on August 30, 1971., The California

supreme Coul-t demurred, reversed the decision dismissing the com-

plaint, and,remanded the case,to.the trial'cOurt for, a trial on

the facts: 'Sae, California Supreme Court upheld.the Complaint

primarily the basis that the educition finance mechanism in

California perate in such a way that it makes the quality of

education for school age childrensin California a funCtion of the

wealth of 1be child"s parents and neighbors, as measured by the
-.

a

-Beverly,1lIs Unified School District, one ofithe richest
districts in the state, galVanized the others to form an organiza-
tionknokn as ."Schools for Sound Finance" (SF2) which-led the
opposition against-wealth equalizing implications of Serrano I.
and the subseqpent appeal which produced Serrano II.

' Y

ut

4

5,



tax base of the school district in, which the Aild,resides. The

''plaintiffs had only to prove their allegations at 'trial in orde
4

foOheCalifornia school fiannce system to besheld unconstitu-
,

The plaintiffs prevailed, and on April 10, 1914, after a

five-month trial, the trial court declared the system of:school

figance in California in violation of the equal protection -pro-

-(vision of the State Constitution. In h'is opinion, Judit Jefferson 411'

found-that the 'current finanbing scheme in 42alifornia, riotwith-
11,

tanding the substantial increase in the state's share brought about
4

by thd 1972 legislation; still related the.quality of education to

local district tax bases. Contributing features in the system

to which the court objectedwere:

.1. The ability of voters to vote tax,overrides within each
.district and thereby raise unlimited revenue.

2. A Constitutionally required payment of $120 per'pupil
balled "BasAid," width went even to pupils of wealthy
districts.

3. Disparities in,wealth greater than $100- per pupil expen -1
ditures and variatiOds i,n tax rates between school districts,'

State officials supported the plaintiffs, while county officials

and wealthy districts appealed the decision to the WiforAia

Supreme-Court which affirmed the trial court's findings in an ,
1

opinion known as "Serrano II" on December

1

30, 1976.5
,

.- .

...---

. .."'"'

California'School. Finance Prior to 1972-73 .---..

4 .
. t

Pfiof to the enactment of reform legislation in 1972, the

,California school finance system consisted o a relatively conven-

5
Serrano v. Priest, 45 U.S. L.W.,2340 (December 30, 1976),

SI
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a

tionall.foundation plan. To understand it, one must first realize

that California has three kinds of school, districts,: eleMentaty

school districts, high school distribts, and unified school districts.

For school^fintnce purposes, unified districts are'treated as'if

they are Aparate elementary and high school districts with coter-

, minous boundaries. Elementary school districts were guaranteed a

.

foundation of $355 pee pupil in average daily attendance, and high

school districts were guaranteed $488 per pupil. The foundation..
A

was $20 higher in both categories for pupils in unified distr).cts.

To determine the amount 9f the state contribution, a "computational
/j
tak rate" was calculated for each school district. The equalized

!.assessed valuatipn per elementary ADA of the district was multi-

plied by. o. tax rate of $1.Q0 per $i&l. If this raised .less than
P

----the $335 guarantee, the difference would at first approximate the state

aid due. Similarly, a tax' rate of $0.80 per $100 was used in alcula-

- ting the\district share for high school students, and the difference

between this and $488 pQr pupil constitutes a fii.st estimate of the

, state aid due on .account of high school pupils.

- State aid, consists. of "basic aid" and "equalization aid." Each

ciistrict*Was entitled to $125 per pupil basic aid, regardless of its
.

'wealth.' The positive difference (if any between total state aid

and basic aict was called equalization aid. As an example, let us take

A unifieddistrict with 1%000 elementary'pupils, 400 high school pupils,

,,,anci an equalized assessed value of $20,000,000. The calculation would

be,as follOws:

Elementary AV/ADA = $20,000,000/1,000 = $20,000
1 .

District -contribution = S20000 x .014200
4

5
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Foundation guariantee = $335 + $20 un ication,bonUs = $355

State aid = ($355 - $200)ox 1,060 $155,000 for e /ementary
students

High school /A 'A = $20,000,060/400 = $50,Q00
4

DI strict contribu on = $50,000 x .008 = $400

Foundation guarante $488 + $20' unification bonus = $508

State aid per pupil = ($508 - $400) x400 = $43,200 fOr high.
school students

t.

otal diStrict aid = $155,400 + $43,200 = $198,200

asic aid = $125 x 1,400 Oupilsff $175,000

Equalization aid = 1198,000 - $175,000 = $23,000

In addition, school districts with assessed valuations per

pupil below specified limits qualified for supplemental aid, the

amount be4ng a function of the.extipt to which its property tax

rate exceed the statutory Minimum rate for that district.

There was also "area aid," which was designed to achieve some

redistribution of wealth over a larger area. This plied when

there had been a unification election in an area which had failed.

A tax at a specified rate as levied on all of the area involved in

the election, and the money raised was distrihu ed among the

districts accordingto/ADA., It was usually th rich districts that

defeated unification (theYstood to lose in the deal),. but this

was a Method of redistribution.

In addition to fiis general aid, *there were some categorical

aid programs:

1. Special education. ,Fund's were appropriated for educating
4

the mentally retarded and the physically handicapped. A -

A

cost reimbursement formUla'was used to pay the district

6
,
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for the extra expense of this type of education, up to a

speci,fied maximum cost "per pupil."
r

2. Special compensatory education'proarams foOthe disadvan-

,taged: Rather minor in scope before 1972, these programs

included a special teachers' employment program, a pre-
.

school follow-up prolam, and demonstration programs in

reading and math for low achieving pupils.

3. Transportation. A transportation allowance was given,

limited to the statewide average expenditure per bus per

day plus 25 %. The expenies covered included operating

expenses, repairs, insur'ance', replacement kof equipment,

payments to parent* in'lieu of transportation, and pay-
.

ents to public carriers. Local districts had to ahsoit

the original cost of equipment and operating expenses

in excess of the state alloimnce.

4. 'Construction. Loans were'made available, depending upon
+.

district wealth. Title to buildings and land remained

with the state until 'the loan is repaid.

I' The lOcalscontrpution to revenue came almost entirelyfrom

property taxes. The tax rate could be either greater or less than

the computational tax used .for detetmining state aid. lihere was a

tax rate limit, but it could bp/exceeded by. local vote, and most

districts had done,

The pre-1972 school finance system, then, was one in which

large disparities' in expenditures and tax rates existed because of

differences in district wealth that were uncompensated by state aid..

The main reasons for the inadequate compensation were,the basic

7
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aid of $125 ,er pupil that went tofall district's, the low level

of the foundation guarantee, and the fact that most districts
.,--.

.

raised unequalized local revenue above,the level of the computa-

s tional tax.

Early Reform Legislation

There were two major waves of determined effort at reform after

Serrano. The first followed on 'tie heels 1)f Serrano I and was

essentially a reintroduction of pet solutions conceived by legis-

lators-who were concerned with the problem of inequality of educa-

tional resources long before that ruling. For a brief look at some

of the competing proposals, see Attachnr:int 1.The second wave was
-

. -stimulated by-II.-II. The result of the first flurry of pro-

posals was a compromiSe between GoVernor Reagan and Speaker'of the

Assembly Moretti, known as.SB 90.
6

The result of the second salVo % 4

'-was the currentlav, AB 65.

Reform: SB 90 L'ual
4.

SB 90 (Dills) emerged as the compromise proposal in response

to the Serrano mandati., In the 'last daps o the 1972 legislative

session, the Governor and the AsseMbly Speaker incorpprated a,

number of thT proposals mentioned above in an admitted "short-term

optn" plan, which di'd,not satisfy Serrano, but made some strides in

that direction. *
Total.,Amouht. SB 90 increased the st te's share from 35% to

43%and added $225 million in additional s ate money for general
I S

6SB 90, Ch. 1406 (1972) Ca].. Ttats., 2931 as amended, AB 1267,
Ch. 208 (1973), Cal. Stats.
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school 'suliport. It4alsp provided' $220 million to% reduce tax rates

in high tax, low wealth districts and to increase property tax ,

exemptions for homeowATs. In addition, $82 million went to fina

theBrown factor for special assistance to urban districts,. and$25

million went to early childhood education, a program supported by-

'the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Wilson Riles.

By Program Type. SB 90 permitted the raising of,the tounda'tion

revel through increased state equalization aid for the lowest wealth

districts. It set ex nditure limitation (revenue limitS) on the
. ,

districts, making it enceforth possible toraise taxes only through

Justifiable inflation costs and set the inflation adjustmpnt for

high wealth districts lower than for low wealth districts., Voters

in each district could raise the tax rate through what are called

"voted overrides" at tax elections. As will be discussed below,,

this was one of the major flawS,of SB 90.

The 1972 "reform" legislation actually made lititle change in

the way state money...was distributed. It had two important effects:

1. A lot more money was put into education,-and it was done

in a somewhat more equal manner. The foundation guarantee

was roughly doubledwas was.the computational tax rate.

Basic aid stayed the sathelf but was a smaller percentage of

the guarantee. The effect ofthAs was to give more money

to the poor districts than to the rich,,as evidenced byte

following:

Before:

District A: Ass- s@d luation per ADA = $10,000.*

District contr butibn, lased on $1.00 per $100 of

AV.= $100. State Guara tee = $355. StIte Aid $255

or 70% of guarantee.

9
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4

District B: Assessed Valuation per ADA = .-$.0:000.

District contribution based on $1.00 pet $100 of

AV = $300. Ste Guar,an e = $355. State Aid = $511*

' After:

o027. of guarantee.

District A: $10,000 AV per ADA. 'State rantee".=4$909,,,,

. district cctntributiOn based on $2.23 tai rate = $13.
//

State aid = $686, or 75% of guarantee.

DiStrict B: $30,000 AV per ADA. State guarantee = $909,

district contribUtion based on $2.23 taXrate =:$669.
41,

State aid ='$240, or 26% of guarantee.

2. A revenue limit was.estab1ishe1, replacing the former tax

rate limits. ,,This limited the amount a ,district could raise

from state and local sources to its.1972 revenue plus

allowed increases.' A district spending at, the state average

was allowed to increase its expenditure by up to 6% a year.

A district spendihg below the limit was allowed to increase

its expenditure by up to 5% a year, while a district spend-

ing above the state average was allowed to increase'its

spending at less than 6% per year. One spending at. twice

the state average, for example; could increase its spending

only at 3% per year. The net effect of -this was gradually

to bring the spending of all districts toward the state

average. However, the time necessary to get the spending

of all within a narrow yange has been estimated at up.to

thirty years: In addition, districts age allowed to exceed

the, revenue, limit, through a local*tax'overPide vote. The

additional amount thus raised is unequalized, and rich dis-

10
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tricts will be more likely to vote _favorably than poor

districts. There is an exception to thig: districts

7 spending more than 150% of the,state average whiCh vote to

increase their taxes were to have some of the excess'money

taised recaptured and redfstributed to Poor districts.

The revenue limits have been justly criticized on two counts:

they do not sufficiently contribute to equalizing per pupil'expen-.

ditures because they can be exceeded by local vote,4and they do

nothing for taxpayer equity. The reason for the latter is that

districts subject VII the revenue 1imit
1

stay within it by reducing

their local tax rate as the assessed calculation goes up. In -

San Francisco, for example, where they,have not found it possible.to,

Pass an =excess levy, the tax rate has declined precipitously since

1972.

In addition to imposing revenue limits and increasing the

amount of state monies while distributing it in a more equalizing

fashion, there were some important. categorical programs eftacted

from 1972 to 1976.:

1. Educationally disadvantaged youth programs. TheSe programs

were enacted as part of the 1972 reforms. The apportionment

of funds is based on district need, as determined by the

following three factors:

(a) Language barriers.. An indeX of bilingual/bicultural

need is calculated by dividing the percent of pupils

with Spanish and Oriental surnames and Indian pupils

by the statewide alierage percentage.

4
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(b) Income. A poverty index is calculated2by dividing,

the, districPercentage of Title I ESEA students by

he statewide aveuge.

(c) Mobility. An index of pupil transience is calcUlated'

as district transience divided-by state average

transience.

District eligibility and level of dunding for each poverty

student was based on the average o these three indices. The,

am9unt of money was constant ($128 for 1975-76 times .average

index times number of poverty children). With.the addition of

this program to the Special"CokpensatOry Education Programs fOr

the DisacWantaged de'scribed'above, CalUornia's total state com-
A

pensatory education allocations increased by 232% between 1971-72

2. Bilingual Education At of 1972. Appropriations between

1972-73 and 1974-75 increased from $1 million to $4 million.

rn 1976, the Bilingual/Bioultural Education Act was passed.

Programs funded under the 1972 act wi.11 eventually be

absorbed into or eliminated by those funded under the 1976

act.

.

3. 'Early Childhood Education ograms. These programs ivere

-
enacted as part of the = legislative reforms for the re-

structuring of grades K-3. For 1971-74, $25 million was

allocated, and for 1974-75 that figure was $40,million

,(compared to $82 million allocated for the Educationally

Disdvantaged,Youth -programs).
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A DESCRIPTION OF DISPARITIES IN THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC SCHOOL
FIgANCE SYSTEM.

;

Measures of Central Ten1ency and Dispersion on Selected School

Finance Variables

'Presented' below is an analysis of dIsParities relative 'to the.

legislatiye pOliby goals as'stipulated by the 1972 reform law.

SB 90 was very specific in its legislative intent reiative to the

.policy 'goals It .intended -to achieve.I6 These included:'

'1. Property aNrelief to high tax, .low wealth districts,

2 Increased state' share of education resources! ./'

43. AedUctioh'of "slippage," i.e., a decline state shares

of educational resources ckhichlresult trom:continuea growth

in district asges ed valuation,

4. Increased program foundation leveIs,
e

5. Expenditure controls in the form of revenue limits,

6.-.Elimination of permissive tax overrides,

7: Automatic inflation-adjustments, and

8: Increased funding for Categorical eduQational programs.
-

_The, analysis particular to etch of the abo.ve legislative

policy gOals will he discussed separately. However, in order to

present an overview of the scope of the problem, it is essenti

ident he actual disparities in wealth, expenditures and des

Standard descriptive statistics are used in describing the major

school finance 'ariables. The state:means; median and standdrd de-'

viation values, as well as ranges between minimum and maximums All.

NI used to summarize the system. Also, these same measures will be

used to show,the )Dasic trendS of each major finance variable over

a'four-year period. A A

)
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The coefficient of riation will be used as a measure of

equality in order to examine trends in the data. . The coefficient

of variation is an equity measure calcutated by dividing the stan-
,

4 ,

,

dard deviation by the rtiell.
,

. .

Although the legislatiiginteni language did not specify it,

the argument used to'win passage of SB 90 was that it would comply

with the Serrano decision by reducing the district's dependence, on
r

its wealth. Prior to passage of the school finance reform legis-

,lation the standard deviatioh (average variability from the mean)

of the modified assessed valuation (MAV),per pupil for unified school

districts was $8,873. The mean MAV was $14,032 per pupil for unified

districts. Three'years after passage of SB 90 the standard deviation..

increased to $9,458., (See Tal4e 1) The range for MAV per pupil

prior to SB 90 was $100,855; three yearsk after passage of SB 90, the

range had increased to $128,534. Both measures, standard deviation and
...e

the range,"iddia0141e that the disparitieS between the districts with low

wealth.anci high wealth as measured by modified assessed'valu'ation had
ar

...ittieased snbstintially.' Furthermore, since MAV is the current
Jr; , t. ,

.

..41"*. eadue for determinidg local school district wealth, which in turn

'serves as a basis for generating local revenue, the increase in dispar-

itiessuggests thatthe school finance reform legislation shoUld con-
.

tain provisions to offset the increased disparities in MAV per' pupil.
4 .

. Mei...effects of the 1972 reforms on these disparities can be more
.

,

easily seen in Table 2, which was derived from the data in Table 1.
. _.

Table 2 shows jive measures frequently used by School finance policy
-., . ,---1

analysts to describe the impact reform,'? ,

,

'

^ Some of .these measures require definitibn. The range is theA..,
.

ost familiar of the filie It is the difference betweet the minimum,
and Maximilm values that were used to describe the disparitN above.

04
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Table 2 presents,the coefficient of variation on thetverage mod-

ified assessed valuation,per pupil from 1a72 to 1976. The coefficient
#

of variation was :490 in 1972-73.which sudge4tsthatithere is quite a

. bit of inequality in modified assessed valuation or that the distribu-

tion of values shows substantial dispersion. However the variation in
4

the degree of inequality of modified assessed valuation over the four

year'period was Slight. That is the MAV scores showed substantial
Mk

inequality in 1972-73 and continued to show nearly-the exact amount

of inequality until 1975-76. So, it does appear that the reform law

clearly had no effct or'control on district wealth, which is the

main gene7tor of local revenue and district expenditu±es.

The picture lo s brighter/'relative to local tax rates. Prior

SB 90, the stand doteviation of local tax rate for uiified school

'districts was $.77 and the mean was $4.51. (See Table 1.) Three

But these are extreme values only, and are usually not representative
of all observable data points.' The "restrict pd range" observes only
the differences in the, values at thp 5th and D5th percentiles of the
cumulative frequency.distri ution, thereby ignoring the "tails" which
contain the least representa ive observations.

The "Federal Reserve ra ge ratio" is a variant of the restrtoted
range., It div.ides th 95 percentile value of the cumulative d4tri-

. 1110 bution.by the 5 percebtile value to produce a quotient which can be
used more comparably between variables of differing orders of magni-
tude.

Variation (the standard deviation squared) is another familiar
measure.of disparity, which takes into account all values of the vari-

l'able. But since variance is expressed in terms of the magnitudes.of
the variable measured, some variables, such asAtssessed valuation and

-total expenditure, result in exAremely.large variances which are
hard to compare wit those of mailer magnitudes, such as tax rates.

A standardi2d measure of variance is obtained by divkding the
standaid dpviation, which is the square root of the variance, by the
mean: This measure, called the coeffipieneof variation is, like the
Federal Reserve range ratio,* comparable.between.yariables of widely
differing magnitudes precisely because it is a ratio.

4
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CK TABLE 1 --

SUMMARY STATISTICS ON SELECTED SCHOOL FINANCE

AND DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FOR CALIFORNIA, 1972-73 THROUGH 1975-76

VARIABLE ,1972:73

MODIFIED ASSESSED
VALUATION PER PUPIL

State Mean
,State Median
Standard Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

$ 14033
13781
6873.'
2095

102950

LOCAL TAX. RATE PER $100 MAV

State Mean
State Medl.an
Standard Deviation
Minimum
Maximum ehe'

$ '4.51
4.36
0.77
1.15
7:43

LOCAL REVENUE PER PUPIL

Stat#, Mean $ 673.
State)ledian 664
St and Deviation 243
Minimum 75
Maximuth 2510

STATE REVENUE PER PUPIL

State Mean $ 333
State Median. 295,
Standard Deviation 79
Minimum - 167
Maximum 660

STATE AND LOCAL RhI/LNUE
PER PUPIL

State Mean 1006
State Median 985
Standard Deviation 188
Minimum .

Maximum . 2907

4

1973-74, 1974-75. 1975-76

$ 15286 S,16308 $118036
15450. 16209 ,17096
7520 8043 9458
2363 2150 2424

124073 111274 130958

$ 3.99 $ 4.24 $ 4.32
3.94 4.22 4.37

-0.79 `0.62 5.59
0.00 0.85 0.78
6..69 6.62 6.63

$ 63.1 $ 676 761
659 711 783,
264' 270 302
98 113 94 -

2807 2509 3076

$ 500 $ 531 593
459 476 556
132 ,.143 162
202 153 175'
909 915 1225

$ 1131 $ 1207 S 1354
1102 1190 1334
186 175 206
849 941 646

3421 ...2923 3815

2



Tale 1 continued;

)

,

40,

VARIABLE 1972773. 1973-74 1974-7S 1975-76

FEDERAL REVENUE PER
PUPIL

. State Mean
State Median
Standard-Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

$ i -81

75
, 60

, .3
15'57

$ 1090
1050
207
766

3021

I

$ f033L
1018V
196
758

2908

.,..

75.
71
'54

1

1290

$ 1208
1182
203
931

. 3512

$ 1174
1153
214
858
3338

$ 92

65
4

1700

1300
12V1
200

1037
3335

S 1288
1260
.208
987

3233

$ 91
'88

. 58
3

752

$ 1449
'1436
219
1068
3862

S_ 1396,
1392 4
2184

1085
3828

TOTAL REVENUE PER'
PUPIL

- .tv

State Mean(
State Medib.i.
Standard Devidtion
Minimum

iIVMaximim -. ,

TOTAL GENERAL. FUND
,EXPENDITURES PER
PUPIL

State Mean
_State Median-
Standard Deii:tioii
Minimum

gMaximum .

4

A V

.?

'1

.17'

.



TABLE 2!

FIVE MEASURES OF EQUALITY ON SELECTED SCHOOL FINANCE'
VARIABLESFOR CALIFORNIA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICTS,

1972-73 THROUGH 1975-76

-RANGE
FEDERAL__ COEFFICIENT

RESTRICTED RANGE --VARIANCE OF
RANGE RATIO VARIAT$ON,

EQUALIZED 1972-73 100855 23523 3.70 48 x 106 .490
EVAMAT ION REFORM LAW PASSED

PER PUPIL 1973-74 121710 25231, 3.56 57 x 106 '-
6

.492 ,

1974-75 . 109124 27616' 3.73 65 x 10 -.493
1976-76 '128534 29595 3.67 89 x 10 6 IP, 'P. 524

OpERATING.
VILLAGE

1972-73 6.28 2.56 .735
REFORM LAW PASSED

.588 4

17d:BATE 1973-74 6.69 2.43 .807 .624 . .198 -
1974-75 5.77 2.07 . .609 .147
1975-76. 5.85 2.17 .693 .313 .130,

LOCAL 1972-73 .

.
.2435 691 2.13 58897 .361

REVENUE REFORM LAW PASSED
PER PUPIL 1973-74 2709 819 3.17 6993Q .418.

1974-75 2396 888 3.08 72901 . .399*
1975-76 - 2982 968 2.88 91041 .397

;
STATE 1972-73 494 259 1.16 6196 .g57
11 NUE
P PUPIL 1973-74 707

REFORM LAW PASSED
408 1.39

Ia.
17397 '.264

1974-76' 762 453 1.50 20570 .269.

c
1975-76 1051 547 1.69 26319 .273

STATE 1972-73 2231 540 .890 35170 .187
ML!) LOCAL REFORM LAW PASSED
ReiENUE 1973-74 2572 492 .520 34605 .164
Pa PUPIL 1974-75 1982 471 .458 30780 .145

1975-76 3169 528 .449 42415 ,152

FEDERAL 1972-73 1554 155 7.75 3547 .741-
REVENUE REFORM LAW PASSED
PER PUPIL 1973 -74 1294 144 7.58 ''2951 .720

1974-75 1696 170 8.50 4232 .707
1975-76 748 177 7.70' 3384 .637

TOTAL
RVENUE

f672-73 2256 563 .'.676
REFORM LAW PASSED'

43035 .190

PER PUPIL 1973-74 . 2581 56g .667 41201 .168
1914-75 2298 514 .472 40118 .154
1975-76 2795 547 .445 47814

a
444NERALTUND 197273 534 .6g4 ,38561 .OPENDITURES

.2150
REFORM LAW PASSED

?MR PUPIL 1973-74 2480' 575 .611 45740 .182
1974-75 2246 575605 r% 4 * 43060 .161
1975-76 2743 732 1.1638 47741 .156
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years aftsor,passage of SB 90, .the standard def viation decreased to $0.56

( ±dunded) and the mean decrelased to $4.32. The range for local tax, rate!

Prior to SB 90 was J6.28, and only $5.85 after passage of SB 90. Th

disparities beteen districts with high local effOrt and those with ow
S

effort decreased as a,rpSult of the school finance reform legis-

lation. Although the duration of the effect 'is positive (decrease in

disparities), the net desirable effect (the ability to generate equal

dollars for similar effort),has not been attained.

Table 2 prOsents the coefficientof variati n. results on local

tax rates for uhifiedreschool d4triets from 1972-73 to 10546. Tn

general, thesresul are, similar to those already described. In

1972 the coefficient of variation was .1J1 or 17%, and in 1975-76,

it was .130 or /3%., In.general, these results show a decrease,,in

the amount of variation airtorig-tax rates. While these results are

not,dyamatic, they are clearly going in an equitable direction.

State reveille, which isidtended to supplement and help equalize A

local district revers, is hampered in that aim because of the state

'con'stituiohal require nt of providing a flat grant of, $125 per

pupil,'rega,rdless of the districts' ability to raise revenue. Conse-

quently, the variation 1n 1972-73 'state revenue per pupil was much less

than other fiscal variables--the maximgm value being only four times

the minimum, 4 J/

Table 2 presents the coefficient of variation results on state

revenue per.pupil. In
.

1972-73 the coefficient of variation was .237

on state revenue per pupil. The variation increased to .2'73 in

1975-76. These results show a slight increase in,the vatiaii n of

state revenue values.' Whether the variation of these results are in

a more equitable direction will be addressed in another section of the

results.

7 3
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Table 2 presents data that shows' that the coefficient of varia-
.

k

tidn 4& general fund expenditures was .190 in 1972-73 and decreased to.
r

.156 in 1d75-76. These results show a slight tendency towards less

variation of expenditures over thd,four-year-period. While t?te results

appeaeto be ;in an; equitgble direction, the changes 'do not appear

to be that greatti
. . 1.

.

The increase in the range and restricted range,in wealtht(mOlified

. assessed valuation) from 1972-73 to 197$- 74, 'the fiscal y rs just

prior to and immediately after the 1972 reformjwas in p t a,reflettion

of the growth in wealthier property values in California that is still

continuing unabated at this writing. Table 1 showed that mean wealth

increased each year, from $14,032 at the beginning of the period to

$18,039 at the end'. SB 90 did notNeng to arrest this growth. , Clearly,

an attempt to corral, runaway growth in expenditures must begin with

*\strong provision regarding c ess "to wealth bases and tax effort.
1p

Most school[ finance scholars believe that the most trustworthy

of the various asures of disparity is the coefficient of variation.

The others are dither Sensitive to changes in levels .or depend on

extremes of the distribution. Table 2 shows, in the case of MAV per

aSnall increase in the coefficient of variation from 197/-73

to 1974-75.

Tax Relief (

Table 1 shows'that the stated policy goal of tax relief for the

propextylowner was reacheeto some extent. Prior to SB 90 (1672-73),

the average tax rate for Unified district was S4:51 per $100 of

assessed value., By 1973-74, the mean hail fallen.to $3.99,1a. 52c decrease.

Relief was achieved by a combination of increased state contri-

butions and prohibitions against increases in expenditures except by

-C
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voted tax overrides. This meant that many districts which may have
I

opted to tak advantage of the new state, funds by increasing spending

at their old t rate were torced by the Nndinw\limits to roll back

taxes instead'.

Analysis over a longer period, however, shows that the tax relief

may have been of short duration. By 1974 -75, as Table 1 shows, the

mean tax lad crept back up to44.23, and rose again in 1975-76 to $4.32.

Still, it remained', on the average, below.1'972-73 levels. The results*
summarized on taxes earlier showed that in gbneral there was tax relief

after the reform.

Increased State Shares

The sum of local and state average revenues in a given year

provides a view of the state's share in the support of.schoolst, Table,1

shows that in 1972-73 the state's share was 33% (333/(673 333)). A

year after SB 90, it had increased to 44%o. But more importantly, the
.6

'average local revenue declined slightly, while the state revenue in-

creased and more than offset the local decline. These results have been

diScussed separately in a previous section.

In terms of the measures in Table 2, the coefficient of variation

for local revenues increased from 1972-73 but decreased thereafter.

Thus it appears that the local revenue disparities increased as a
#

result of the reform legislation. !Since the reform was not designed

to effect this area, the continuation and, growth of local revenue

disparities is understandable.

In conclusion, while SB 90 net its intended goal of increasing,

the state's share of the edloation burden at the time of its passage

that commitment was not sustained, and thelocal share began 'to

increase again thereafter, albeit and thedifierences in state plus

local revenues tend to remain proportionally inequitable.

21
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The Reduction of Slippage

The reversal in state and local shares after SB 90 improvements

is the result of "slippage," the, tendency for state aPPorIipaaihnts

to local districts to decline as assessed values grow over time.

This occurs because districts ihich were, previously wealthy mid exper-

ienced increases in'assessed value, received less equalization aid,

Poor districts, as measured by 5pdified assesied valuation,,do not
.

4r2
receive less state aid siace,they' may experience relative decreases

in local wealth. I

Table 1 shows that while'state revenues increased by, 50.1% from

` 1972-73 to,1978-74, assessed values grew by only 8.9%. In that year

noislippage occurred. .But in the next two years, 1973-75, assessed

values increased by 18%.and state revenues by only 18.6%. It appears

thaX'slippage ocprred, despite SB 90's intentions to the contrary.

Increased Foundation Levels

A 4i1ect result of SB 90 was the legislated increase in fouhdatrOn

level amounts for unified districts from $335 in 1972-73-to $909 in

1973-74. The success of this policy goal is reflected in the increased

actual average expenditures from 1972-73 to 1973-74, as shown in

Table 1. By 1975-76, additional "clean40" legislation (AB 1267, SB 220p

SB 1641) had increased the average expenditvl to $1896 for unified

districts.

The restricted range reveals that much oftt4is fluctuation it the

range was, apparently due to districts at either end of the range. This

measure shows a steady increase from 1972-73 to 1974-75, indicating

%that:the reform law did little to reduce disparitieS within the main

body of the districts.

The coefficient of variation--the ':standardized variance"-- showed

,a slight, but steady decline in expenditure inequalfiy.over all years

//
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ofiltrai1able dEta. The explanation _of this observation is that the fe'

mean expenditure (thejenominator) gr4w by 35% i'rom $1033 to $1398,

while the d deviation (the numerator) grew by 11%. Again, this

reflects the larg amounts,of new state aid contributed to the system,

which increase average expenditures at a rate that was faster than

that at which, disparities were affected. In short, the increase in

foundation funding by the state resulted in some reduction in the overal

inequality in expenditures:

Expenditure Caps (Revenue Limits)

SB 90 addressed the problem of runaway education expenditures by

establishing "revenue limits," i.e., a limit on the amount a district

could increase its expend ures without a vqte of the electorate.
#

The limit was defined in terms of a "revenue base " which was the amount

that the district was spending in Wecified accoUhts'in the "base year"

of 1972-73.' After SB 90, districts were not allowed to increase the

expenditure per student beyond limits specified in the bill, the greater

amount of which was called an automatic "inflation adjustment." Infla-

tion adjustments will be discussed in greater detail below.

/ Eliminating Permissive Overrides

California school finance formulas have traditionally contained

. two types of possible overrides of the4pducation tax rate. One wa

the change in these rates voted by the taxpayer himself called 'voted

overrides." The other alloWed district boards of education to increase

certain rates by specified amounts when they saw fit. These were ca

"permissive overrides." SB 90 reduced the latter option to a maximum

of 15% a year.in order to keep the expenditure increases within limits.

It did not remove voted overrides, however, because of its implicatiolls

for curtailing local control.
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While the elimination of many permissive,overrides did reduce

the expenditure increases to,some extent, later research showed that

it was voted'ovetrides, not permissive. overrides, which contributed

mostly to expenditure disparities. It was the high wealth, low tax

rate district which was most likely to vote a tax override; the low
f

) .

wealth, high tax rate district was most likely to resort to per-

missive.overrides after voted override attempts failea. 8

Inflation Adjustments and Serrano Compliance

SB 90's most direct effort to comply with Serrano's requirement

to remove the, relationship between expenditures and wealth was,the

differential inflation adjustment factor. Low.spending districts

were authorized to increase expenditures yearly by as much as 1$,

while high spending district ere limited to increases as low as 6%.

Over time, the architects of the legislation intended the low spenders,

to converge with the high spenders.

Judg Jefferson, who presided aver' Serrano I, declared that the
My

rate of onvergence was not adequate to comp* with the mandate

of Ser ano, which set a time limit of five years after the ruling

for compliance.

`Special Categorical Features
4

SB 90 also made money available for categorical aid programs

supported bgithe Superintendent of Public Instruction and the
.

Chairman of the Assembly Ways and Means.Committee.
a

The Ways and Means Chairman introduced arival bill to SB 90

dewhich contained a formula for the allocation of:money to the disad-

vantaged (defined by Title t criteria) at a factor of 1.75 times a

basic grant set by the bill.

8Cnildhcrsd an:t ::7 -1%1 -

;:,-Llef, and a Brief in t.-.v Court'of Caiilorn:.a, 1,174 .'irran.,

v. Priest, on appeal from the Superior Court.

I
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These funds were nqt to be-dispensed in the form of general aid,
. .

.
. .

a ,

however. Districts would have to apply for them and would receive

the maximum only if they would show plans for improvement of educa-

tional achievement by low income and disadvantaged students.

The bill lost, b t the Chairman required that any billsseeking

s*Serious considerat onr by his committee contain his formula and 4ft

appropriation to implement it. SB 90 contained $82 million for this

laurpos,q.

,

0.

4

ti
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V

FISCAL NEUTAALITY: SERRANO COMPLIANCE

Table 3 shows the correlation coefficients between a'number

of finance variables and district wealth for unified .and elementary

district's. Elementary districts are introduced here for "compar-

ative purposes to show the extent to which the analysis of n ed

districts can be generalized to other type districts. In al,

the-correlation for elementary districts are all in the same irec-,

tion as in the unified district for most major variables, albeit

there are differences in the magnitude of the correlation. As a

result, this study does not provide a detailed analysis of thee

comparisofis.

Tax Effort and Wealth

The relationship between local tax effort and wealth shows

definite non7compliance with the'Serrano order foi,. both types

in 1972 -73, i.e., as wealth increases, taX:rates decline signifi-

cantly. But after the reform law was passed, the relationship

between wealth and effort for both type districts was ended in

1973-74. In the next two years, however, the system revertedtb

non-compliance with the fiscal neutrality mandate of Serrano.

Wealth and effort were 'again significantly inversely related by

X7.975 -76.

Expenditures Per Puipil and Weal

Fiscal. neutrality implies an i significant correlation between

wealth and spending ability, i.e.', the state's equalization or

recapture program would be sufficient to offset the unequal ability

to raise local-revenue for education. Table 3 reveals, however,

for both type districts that the higher,the district wealth, the
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TABLE 3

,'

PEARSON CORRELATIONS RELATING SCHOOL FINANCE VARIABLES TO DISTRICT.
WEALTH FOR CALIfORNIA UNIFIED AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOtuDISTRICTS,

1972-73 THROUGH 1975-76

SCHOOL FINANCE YEAR
MEASURES

MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION -PF.,k_pUPIL

UNIFIED ELEMENTARY

EQUALIZED TAX RATE

/^

LOCAL REVENUE
PER PUPIL'

s.

1972-73

1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
,

1972-73

'1973-74
1974-75

,471;*

reform law passed

.0161
- .197**
- 092**

.851*;1,

reform Taw passed

.880

.859**

- .223**

1038
- .123**
- .205**

.699**-

.749,01,
..0

.717**
1975-76 .875** .652**

STATE REVENUE : 1972-73 - .786** . - .432**
PER PUPIL.'' reform law passed r.

1973-74 -'.769** - .551**
N , 1974-75 - .775** - .472**

1975-76 - .746** - .406**
.

STATE + LOCAL 1972,-73 -.814** .657**
REVENUE PER ni -4- reform law passed
PUPIL

. 1973-74_, .778** .678**
1974-75 .761** .669**.
11975-76 .767**, .543**

FEDERAL REVENUE
PER PUPIL .

1972-73 .690
reform law passed'-

.164**

1973-74 .050 - .153**
1974-75 .067 - .134**
1975 -76 .015 - .088

TOTAL 1972-73 .733** .583**
EXPENDiTURES

"DER PUPIL _

,
.

1973-74

reform law passed
.

.739** **

1974-75 .698**
.

**

1975-76 .740** .480**

* Significant at'.01
.** Significant at .001

.
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.;

:greater total ex;e4ditures per,pupil'in 1972-73 'with no significant
. : - .

effects *on) the reform fbr unified districts and only slight
-.

..-41- .

improvemedt in elemen tary districts--from 0.58
A

in.1972-73 to a

'still significant 048 in 1975-76.

Local Revenge 'Per Pupil and Wealth

'T pected 'relationshiP\betweentheliability to raise local

revenue at0 wealth ift a fiscally neutral' system would depend on

the type of system. Full state assumption would div*ce'the dis-

from its wealth .base, and relatioveRip would-be expected

since the state would require each district to tax itself against

the statewide average: Oiher fiscally neutral schema may include

renpture--for exampll, aAtriot power equaliling-.7-and a signifi-
,

.fs
, ,

14,:t relatiqg p betWeen wealth and local levies could exist

the revenue raising stage, only to be equalized at the. distribution

stage by means of a statewide schedule of -.1;axes -spending to

which'all districts would be required%tocOmform.

ce SB 90 contains no recapture provisions, and-since the

equalization formulas remaig'real despite increased foundation
0 '-

16Vels,-the positive and significant coxrelaiions between loca1
% ,.0

_O IA ea

.
ianee, i.e., the ability ofit(eal-,tbiei distrilto raise

.............revenue per pupil d"wealth must be regarded as a reflection of

non-com
,),

mo Y.
. . '

**_,,t.' *
St = to Revenue Per Pu it mi.-weal-etc

The expected relationship be e revenue and wealth'in

all systems, fiscally neutral or not,. wold be exactly as shown ..
ea 0

win Table 3---hig y significant and negative coefficients, indicating

that the lower the equalization aid for.distrAts--the higher the
)

we alth. If basic aid were subtracted froth the total, the rela,tion-

P As% o
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4.

ship would be negatie and even greater betwebn wealth and equali-,

.zation aid alone. * The notable fact, however, isthat one would

expect an increasing negative correlation between wealth an d state

°aid as a result of reform- The trend was in fact gust the opposite:

School Finance Variables by.:Drs-trict, Wealth Quintile;
0

Tabled 4 throtigh,7 arrange the Aata on the impact of SB do

by pupil quintiles ranked by Modified assessi4/Valuatibn per pupil

* by year for unified school distA4s. Comparisons of 1972-73

'and 1973-74 data reveal the short term effects of SB 90, while

comparisons with subsequent years reveal longer term effects of

SB 90 and its trailer bill's. (AB 1267, SB 220, etc.)

Table 4 shows the number of'studeDts and distriage-ictually

compris,ing each quintile, as well as the ethnic percentages within

each. The large size of the Los Angeles 1ni4ed SCligArl Diqtrict

requires that it be.given an entire quintile, indeed it is larger

-than all but one .of the others.

Black.and.Chicano Plipils each constitute 25% of Los Angeles

SC14001. distr-tet. ChicanoS are fairly evenly distributed among the

other four quintiles, ranging from 14% 'to 19% and Blacks range from

7% to 14% in these quintiles.
e

The census definition of'"urban" presents some difficulties--

91% of 0i1iforp4a unified school distridts qualify, which makes this

variable almost useless for analysis. This problem will be discussed

ber9w.

The number of distriCts in each wealth quintile varie:Nridely,

fronia low of one (Los Angeles) to a high of 129 for the highest

wealth quintile. CleatTy the wealthier-districts have smaller num-

bers,of students.

29
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TABLE 4

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF QUINTILES OF PUPILS IN CALIFORNIA
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICTS RANKED BY MODIFIED ASSESSED

. VALUATION PER PUPIL: 1973-74

r

Modified-.
Assessed Bladk
Valuatioh Student
(Quintiles)* Enrollment

(1973-74)

Percent
Chicano
Student

Enrollment
(1973-74)

Percent
Urban-
Student

Enrollment
(1970).

Number
of

Districts

Number
of

Students'

Nh.

1973-74 Average 13% 18% 91%

Significance * * * * * * * * *

less than $95820 10 19 41 539,,668

$ 9,820-$12,571 7 16 'i 83. 38 556.,577

$12,572- $15,578 5 14 86, 489:064

$15,597 (L,A:) 25 25 100 1, 639,934

$15,598 or more 14 13 88 129 757,574

*Each quintile contains approximately one-fifth of all pupils in
average daily attendance in the state

Significance level:
*** = .001

4

4.
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6
Serrano' ,compliance

comPl4nde with the Serrano ruling is revealed in the data
1

as a lessening of the relationship between district wealth and

other fiscal Variables such as tax rate, district revenue, per
1 .

.,.. ... .

'pupil expenditures, ems: 1972-73t equalized tax rates of pupil
.

quintiles ranked by district wealth were highest for the lowest
'-

wealth levels ($4.89), and lowest forAthe highest -wealth levels

'($4.20). (See Table 5'.)-In 1973-74, however, after SB 90,,mean tax

rates are lowest for t 'lowest wealth quiAtiles and highest for
*

the highest 4uficit-i-tes the short run effect of SB 90 in terms

of the relationship between wealth and tax effort was certainly ..F"'

1'he short run effects -were less S4sive for local district.

p

impressive.

revenues, however. Table 5, column 2 shams that despite the fact
p .

that the raaionship between wealth and tax rates reversed in the '

extreme quinttles trom 1972-73 to 1973:-74; the relationship between

wealth and',1ocal revenue remained the same over all the years

shown, altiit,:if atemporarily lower, level.
P 44

'.
,,

In 1975-7t,'Serrano compliance was weaker than in 1973-74.

The highest$461th levels, again, had the lowest tax rates, although

the loWest,wealth quintile as no longer among the highest ta!x

41e:trying districts.

In s , SB 90 complied briefly in terms of'the wealth andttax

rate 'relatl ship. But this broke down over time.

Tax Relief

The previous findings are not surprising when one knows the

f.legislative history of SB 90. As discussed earlier,,SB 90 Was,

,
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MEAN EQUALIZED LOCAL TAX RATE AND LOCAL REVENUE,
PER PUPIL FOR QUINTILES-OF PUPILSIN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED

DISTRICTS RANKED BY.MODIFIED'ASSESSED VALUE OF
PROPERTY PER PUPIL: 1972-3 TO 1975-6.

6

Rodified Local
Assessed Loca l Revenue
Valuation' Tax High-Low Per
(Quintiles)* Rate (High/Low) Pupil

High-Low\ *

(High/Low)

1972t3 Average 4.51
.

Significance ***

less than $8,673 .4.89-

$ 8,673-$11,403 502 $ -0.69

$11,404-$14;637 4.62 (.859)
$.14,650 (L.A.) 4.01 '
,$14,651 or more 4.20
r -+ Reform Law Passed

1973-4 Average, 3.99
Significance ***

less than $9,820 3.56
$ 9,820-512,571 4.01
$12,572-$15,578 3.96
$15,597 (1,..A.) 3:94
$15,59Vor more 4.35

1974-5 Average 4.24
Sigpificance ***

less than $11,118 3:96'
$11(118-$16,106 4.30
$16,209 (L.A.) 4.59
$16,210-$19,594 4.45,.
$19,595 or more 3.86'

4

1975-6 Average 4.32
Significance ***

less than $12,162 4.29
$12;162-$16,635 4.31

-t17,097 (L.A.) 4.40
$17,098-$20,320 4.60
.$20,321 or more- 3.98

378
507
628
809
939

$561
(2.48)

$ 631
, ***

314
466T.7
627

1.22 659
956

$ 642
(a.04)

$-0.10
(.975)

.A1
(.928)

$ 696
***

365
574 I,

751
787

1086

$ 761
***

413
611
783
881

1200

$*21
(2.98) N\\

$787
(2.91)

*Each quintile contains approximately one-fifth of all pupils in

average daily attendance in the state

Significance= levels:
* = .05

** = .01
*** - .001 ,
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first and foremost, a tax relief'measure compromised by Serrano
.

concerns only for purpOqes of successful passage through the 1972-73

legislativeisession.

Increased State Shares.

Another ,stated god], of SB 90 was the increase in the state's

share of expenditures per child. Table 6 shows the phange in mean

state revenues (column 1) and mean state and local revenue

,(column 2) ranked by weighted wealth quintiles, as well as the state'.
.

share at * percentage of state and-local revenues (column 3), sim-

ilarly ranked. The only clear loser is the.quintile containing

Los Angeles,, which has a disproportionat large percentage of
ti

both Black and Chicano students. This will be discussed in further

depil below.

Reduction of Slippage

Still another stated goal of SB 90 was a reduction of slippage,

which is the tendency for growth and assessed Valuation to cause

degreases in 'the state's shire of the education bill.

The state's shave of state and local revenue ,per pupil is

given to Table 3. As column 3 shows, SB 90 was quite successful

in its goal of reduction of. slippage between 1972-73 and 1973-74,

overall.. The state's share rose from 33% to 44%. The increase was

even greater for` the low wealth quintiles. Between 1973-74 and

1975-76, however, state shares have not changed-overall.

In sum, SB 90 seems to have been successful at reducing.

slippage in the'short run, but -this reduction has not increased

in the long run.

Increased Foundation Levels

In a sense, the achievement of this goal wasfa direct one.

4V
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TABLE 6

MEAN STATE REVENUE PER PUPIL, LOCAL + STATE'REVENUE PER
PUPIL AND STATE SHARE FOA QUINTILES OF PUPILS IN CALIFORNIA

UNIFIED DISTRICTS RANKED BY MODIFIED ASSESSED VALLit OF
PROPERTY PER PUPIL: 1972-73%TO 1975-.-7-6

Modified
.cAssessed
Valuation
(Quintiles)*

State
Revenue

Per
Pupil

1972-3'Average $333

Significance ***

less than $8,67'3 455
$ 8,673-$11,403 388
$11,404-$14,637 316
$14,650 (L.A.) 282
$14,651 or more 255

1973-4 Average $500
Significance ***

less than $9,8201 692
$ 9,820-$12,571 603

$12,572-$15,578 457
'$15,597 '(L.A.) 443
$15,598 or more 365

1974-5 Average $531
Significance ***

.less than s11',118 729
$11;118-$16,106 575

$16,209 (L.A.) .476

$16,210-$19,594 4,23'

$19,595 or more 351

1975-6 Average $593
Significance ' ***

less than $12,162 812
$149,162-$16,635 667 '

$17,097 (L.A.) 556
$17,098-$20,320 485
$20321 or more 4'96.

High-Low
(High/Low)

State +
Local

Revenue
Per Pupil

High-Low
(High/Low

State
Share as
% of Loc.
+ State

$1006
***

33
* * *

834 55
$-200\ 895 $360 43
(.560) 944 (1.43) 34

1091 26

Reform. Law Passedr
1194 21

$1131.
***

44
. ***

1006 69
1069 . 56

$-327 1085 $314 42
(.527) ' 1102 (1.31) 40

1320 28

$1207
- *** ii*

1094 67-
.1148 .50

$-378- 1227 $342 39
(.481) 1211 (1.31) 35

1436 24

. $1354
***

. 44
***

1225 66
$-414 1278 $367 52
(.490) 1338 (1.30) 42

1366 36
1598 25

,*Eachluintile contains approximately one-fifth of all pupils in
average daily attendance in the state

Significance levels:
.* us .05 s' (

** 401
*** -..001
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TABLE 7

MEAN FEDERAL TITLE I, TOTAL FEDERAL AND TOTAL REVENUDPEA
PUPIL FOR QUINTILES OF PUPILS IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED

DISTRICTS., ANKED BY MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUE OF
PROPERTY PER PUPIL: 1972-73 TO 1975-76

Modified Title I
Assessed Entitlement
Valuation Per High-Low-
(Quintiles)* ADA (High/Low)

Federal. Total
Revenue, Revenue

Per High-Low Per High-Low
Pupil (High/Low) Pupil (High/Low)

1972-3 Average
Significance
lest than $8,673
$ 81673-$11,403
$11,404-$14,637
$14,650 (L.A.)
$14,651 or more

$27
***:.

21
23
19
41
28-

$81
-NS
75

$7
72

(1.33) e9
-00

84.1
Reform_ Law

$9
(1.12)

$1089
* * *

911
971

1017
1191
1281

$30
***

23
26
20
46,
30

_Paraded_

$75 /
NS
76
69

$7 70(1.30)
81
77

$1
(1.01)

$1208
. ***

1085
1142
1157
1182
`1400

1973-4 Average
Significance'
less than $9,820
$ 9,820-$12,571
$12,572-$15,578

-$15,597 (L.A.)
$15,598 or more

1974-5 Average $29
Significance ***

less than $11,118 23
$11,118-$16,106 28
$16,209 (L.A.) 41
$16,210-$19,594 26
$19,595 or more 29

$92 $1301
NS ***
83 1179
79 1229

ip
22) 1305

1333$6 06(1.26) 194
(1.

101 1540

975-6 Average $30
Significance ***

'less than $12,162' 25/-
$12,162-$16,635 27
$17;097 (L.A.) 41
$17,098-$20,320 29.

.$20,321 or more 27

$ 91
NS
81

$2 91

(1.08)' 98-
103
85

$1449
***

1319.
$4 1372

(1.05) 1436
1470
1685

$370
(1.41-)-
$315

(1.29)

$366
(1.28)

*Eich quintile contains approximately one-fifth of all pupils in
average daily, attendance in the. state

Significance levels:
* .05

"** 2" .01
*** - .aol
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SB 90 simply legislated that the foUndation levels be raised for

all pupils in elementary, high school, and unified districts.

The success of this mandate is reflected in Table 6; as the growth'

in state and local per pupil revenues, except for Los Angeles'ashas

been seen, .has clearly increased.

Expenditure Caps (Revenue Limits)

SB 90 forbade districts to spend beyond 'a specified increase

in their revenue base, which it defined as the amount spent in

certain specified accounts in the "base year" (1972-73) unless the

district electorate voted in favor of a tax override. Districts

whose revenues might have exceeded the specified growth rate were

required to decrease the tax rate. Thus, the tax relief seen in

,Table 5 is, in part, a reflection of the success of this aspect

of SB 90.
87.

More specifically, 'districts spending below the statewide,

average in 1972 -73 were allowed to increase spending at a rate,

faster than those spending. above the average in th;-base year.

The effects,of this provision are visible in Table 6. Fran 1972 to 1973,

the average increase in state revenue was $167, but for lowest

wealth quintile districts., the increase was more ($237) and for

highest wealth quintile districts, the increase was less ($110).

However, when the net effects of tax decreases and new state,

'aid are viewed, there was little change. Table 7 shows that the

statewide increase in.total revenue expenditilres ($119) from 1972-73

to 1973-74 was approximately equal to the increase of every wealth

quintile as well, from the lowest ($174) to the highest ($119).

Federal Aid: Does It' Contribute to Fiscal Neutrality?

Table 7 shows title I entitlement per ADA as Well as overall
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Tier pupil' federal.revenue by wealth quintiles. The difference

between low and high wealth quintiles is no more than $10 over

the three-year period. The quintile aggregates are probably too

gross,to'answer the questian'raised in the section heading, but

the one quintile containing Los Angeles shows consistently high
We

federal reveffee per pupil. Table 4 showed a disproportionately large

number of both Blacks and Chicanos in Los Angeles.

Federal revenue comprised Only 7.4% of all revenue per pupil

in 1972-73 and in 1973-74 it`-fell slightly to 6.2%. It was signi-

ficantly higher in the kbwest wealth quintile.

In short, while Table 7 indicates no evidence of federil

. contribution to fiscal, neutrality, it,shows a definite federal

contribution to the disadvantaged.

DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUES cMONG ETHNIC AND INCOME GROUPS

Disttaibution of Ethnic Pupils

Assessment of the impact of the current school finance system,\

especially as it affects minority and poor students, requires the

identification of districts where ethnic minority children.are

concentrated, and analysis of their geographic and demographic charac-

teristics. Once these districts have been identified, it is then

possible to test for.differential variables on ethnic minority groups:

Table 8 presents the number and, percent of ethnic minority'

student's attending the California public schools during 1973-74:

Spanish surname students represent the largest ethnic minority

group in the public schools with 17.2 percent, foll9wed by Blacks

with 9.8 percent, Asian Americans with 3.0,perent, and American

Indians with 0.5 percent. Thp total student ethnic minority popu-

lation is 30.5 percent.
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.able 8

4

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ETHNIC MINORITY STUDENTS ATTENDING
PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN CALIFORNIA DURING 1973-74

American Asian
Indian American

Black Spanish All
Surname Others

Total

No. 22,327 133,717 433,793

0.5 3.0 9.8

765, 863

17.2

. 3,092,369 4,448,069

69.5 100

Tables 9 and 10 provide perspectives on the degree t&b.w44-i-da

ethnic.krotips are isolated in districts containing-both large numbers

and large proportions of each group.

Table 9 arranges the unified-districts by descending categories

of numbers of students of own ethnic , beginning with a category

of "above 40,000." Only Black and Chicano students have sufficient

numbers to register in this top category: That district aside

(Los Angeles), Chicanos tend not to be as,numer Is Blacks in large

districts (above 20,000), while Blacks have sub tantial numbs

the 30-40,000 and 20-30,000 of own group categories. Indeed, two-
.

thirds of Blacks are in districts in which more than 20,000 of their

own group attend, while Chicanos and Asians have only about thirty

percent of their students attending districts with more than 20,000

of their own groups. Native Americans,'because of the.r small

absOlute numbers in California, tendno't to be found,in districts.

with substantial numbers of their own group. It is quite possible

for minority ethnic group students to attend districts with small

nubers of their own group. These numbers, however, maYcon'sititute

large proportions, especially in the case* small districts..
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Table 0 ranks districts by declining g/ercentaggs of student ethnic

group tb illustrate this Terspective.

Only Chicanos attend districts with more_than ninety perceli

of their own group:, But the two districts that fit that description

are small. Blacks tend to be in larger districts, even at these

high concentrations of own group students. There were sight districts

with more than 35% of own group, and these contained 35% of all Black

students. By contrast, there were 39 districts with moD6 than 22%

of all Chicano students in districts of 30% or more Chicapo enrollments.

Another way of viewing the same tables to get an indication of

the degree of racial isolation is to examine the table beginning

at the bottom. Districts with small numbers or 0.0 of a-particular

ethnic group are larger in number. Districts with hQ tudents who

were Spanish surname numberedonly four, while for Blacks the number

was 57, for Native Americans -- 45, and for Asian Americans -- 18.

Districts with 1.0% to 4.9%of Spanish surname students numbered

65 districts.. There were 213 such districts for Asian Americans,

193 JOriNative Americans, and 151 for Black students.- The pupils

in thede less-than-5% categories amounted.to. only.,a% for Spanish
I

surname students, and 4xfor Blacks, but 81% for Native Americans,

and 64% for Asian Americans.

These findings allow us to conclude that Chicano siude.nts are

more widely dispersed throughout the state than any other ethnic

minority group, and that lack students are the most concentrated.

,
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TABLE 9

DISTRIBUTION OF AMERICAN INDIAN, ASIAN AMERICAN, BLACK AND SPANISH SOMAMED STUDENTS
BY SIZE 1W THEIR ENROLLMENT IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED SCHOOL. DISTRICTS, 1973-74

P.
American Indian Students Arian American) Students Black SindvnIs

Rangeof _____________-_ ......._

Ethnic ' No. of Number Cumnla- Nu. of Number ibMedlla- No. of Number Comilla- No. of Number Cumnla-1
`Student Dia- of tive Z Dis- of Ellie Z Die- of tive 2 Din.- of five 2 '

Count tricts Pupils Pupils/ tricts Pupils Pupils triets Pupils Pupils tricts Pupils Pupils 1

-Spanish

Surname Students

''Above 40,000 0 0 0 o 25/ 0 1 166,572 41 1 162,543 41...

10,001-40,000 ,15' ' 0 0 0 0 0 2 69,625 59 0 0 310

20,001-30,000 0 0 0 1 28,157 28 I 23,213 64 0 0 31

l0,001 720!000 0 0 0 1 17,204 45 3: 40,151 74 6 73,747 45

5,001-10,000 0 0 0 0, 0 45 7 47,839 86 10 70,167 58
4,

- 4,000- 5,0(X) 0 0 0 1 4,197 50 2 404,002 88 30 44,453 L6

3,001- 4,000 0 0 .d
i 3,323 53 1, , 3,438 891 10 33,243 73

2,001- 3,000 0 0 0 3 6,803 60 3 7,551 91 18 43,472 -81
1

1,0111- 2,0(X) 1 1,316. 11 , 8 9,215 69 9 '11,364 94 40 57,356 92

51)1- 1,000 40' 0 0 11 15 10,980 80 :. 16 40,736 96 31 22,268 9#

101- 500 27 5,333 57 68 15,278 96 . 40" 9,744 99 56 15,415 99,

41- 100 128 4,577 97 76 1,550 99 71 . 3,065 99 7 56 3,135 99

4
I- 10 49 253 100 58 273 100 37 162 iqo 8 49 100

1) 45 0 100 18 0 100 57 0 100 .44 pQ Ion.
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TABLE iQ

DISTRIBUTION OF AMERICAN INDIAN, ASIAN AMERICAN, BLACK AND SPANISH
BY THEIR PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL En:elm:or IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED SCHOOL.

URNAMED STUDENTS

RIMS: 1973-74

Spanish .

Stuknt
Ethnic
Percentage

90- too

80- 89.9

Al- 79.9

60- 69.9

40- 59.9

40- 49.9

10- 19.9

20- 29.9

10- 19.9

5- 9.9 °'

.

4.9

...

0- .0

American Indian Studenes Asian American Students Bleck Students Surname Students

HO. of
Die-

trictia

Number Cumula-
of five 2

Pupils oPupils

1,911 of

Die-
tricts

Number Cuaula-
.of tive 2

Pupils *Pupils

No. of
* Dia-

triers

Number
of

Pupils

Cumula-
Live 2.
Pupils

No. of
Die-
triers

. Number

sot

Pupils

Cumula-
five 2
Pupils

1

0

Q

0 .

0

O;

1

3

0 .

2

'12

191

39

0 0
0 0 0

fir 0,

0'

0

326 2

657 . 8

0 8

51)3 13 ', .,

784 19

9,158 100

0 100

, 0`
0

0

0

0

0,

1

.

1

17

213 .62,701

,18

0

0

0

0

0

U

17,204

296

18,779

0

0

0

1)

0

0

0

0-

17

, 11

36

100

, 100

0

1.

0

2

1

i

3

7

12

20

151

52

0

.17,829

0,

36,022

7,774

6,119
,.?

42,745

177,648.

51,402

---24.,..

14,535

' 0

0

7

7

16

0

20

31

77

90

96

100

100

0

2

0
....,

3

0'

9

9

16

30

61

51

65 .

4

5,833

0

16,079

0

v31,583

25;320

39,612

246,111
.

110,771

38,277

12,261

0

1

1

4

10

14

22

69

90

97,

100-

100

54
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, A Caveat 'On iyths and M nterpretations
,

'Mang-research studies suggest that, different ethilictogroups can
6

J
be lumped together\andvjewea as a single, hgmogeneous minority

-,

Or
..2group, usually identified as "deprived,' "disadvantaged," or

...-

, ,

':culturally different." ;Our findings are that bothiSimilarities
u '

`and major diffe06Ces exist, in geographic distributions of the four

ethnic groUs./ Foi example, Spanish surname and Black students, .

. . 'AI
both tend to be concentrated .in urban school districtssucirfs

Los Angelev, San Diego, and San FraAsco. however, the-major

'difference between Black and Spanish surname students in "terms of
-

lkeographic location is that Spanish surname studentre heavily

entrated in urban and rural school districts throughout the

*grog Cali4ornia, while B/ack' students tend to be heavily con-

centrated only in urban areas..

There are only.two, counties ,of 58 to California with -over 5

percent of any single ethnic,mitiority group, San Benito'and'Imi)erial
V

Counties. These'two counties.have oyez 50 percent Chicano pupils.

It is also true that'while different 'ethnic minorities alas/the

in the same districts, particularly urban settings, they are not

necessarily in.the e schootls. For.example, in 1972-73 in ;I.

.0
irgchools, 177 had 90 percent or more ethnic minority

Of the 177 schools, 109 were predominately Black,.

d 3 were Asian American. These xesults 'suggest that con-

Lod Angeles'6

concentratI

.65 Chicano,.

c.

6

cluSfonS :out one ethnic, group are not usually°applicable to other

. et ic groups at and level of
aa.)
IP

42
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Distribution of District Wealth within Ethnic Groups

Table 11 shows decile points of modified assessed 'valuation

., , when weigh ed by the respective ethnic groups shown in the coludIn

headin . Columns with duplicate decile values indicate districtiP
,

,

. Ng
1

which are larger in size than one decile .or that

A pattern emerges from this array by using Anglo pupils as a

yardstick for measuring/the possible relationships among grouRs.

Notable is the tendency fdr Black add poor wealth-per - pupil figures

to be greater than Anglo wealth-per-pupil in deciles below the med-

ians and to be less than the Anglo figure above the median. Asians

arrnmerican Indians, meanwhile, tend to e'ceed the Anglo wealth

.values in every decile. ChicanOsitavea mixed pattern below the

median, but above th, medl'aft, they, like Blacks'and the pobr, tend

to have less wealth pex, pupil than do Anglost

Interpreting these patterns is', at best, risky. Later tables

-will provide additional insights which will assist in this pursuit. f.A
O

At this paint, it is 9seful to briefly preview the findings that

districts with the h ghest percentages of Bla ck pupils have low per

-pupil Nealth,despite the fact that the weighted B;aok average per.
p

pupil wealth is higher than the Anglo equivalent average. The

4 influence of Los Angeles, where many Black pupils.reside, overwhelms

that statewide average, but not the highest percent Black categories

in Table 11. s

StAwide Ethnic Group Means
a

Table 12 dramatically reinforces many of the observations made
*earlier from othe' perspectives. The weighted mean per pupil wealth

9

I



. TABLE 11

DISTRIBUTION OF EACH ETHNIC GROUP' CALIFORNIA UNIFIED

SCHOOL RANKED BY MODIFIED ASSESSED'VALUE OF

TAXABLE PROPTATY PER PUPIL IN ADA, 1975-76
a _

-

Pupil
ereentile

DistribUtion of Modified Assessed Value,Per ADA, By Ethnic
and Income Group

Black Chicano Asian Am. :ndian Antao Poor

0

20.

30

40

53 (median)

60, . tr

70 .

80

95,,

Highest

2424 2424 2424 2424 2424 2424

8946 9061 11072 10192 9061 9527 /
. i.)

13827 10782 ,14547 12161 11455 , 12327

17097 13083 17097 13327 13286 13863
..,

,17097 15778 17097 - 15861 15264 16635

17097 17097 17097 17097 16635 16635 =

17091 17097 18738 18836 17097 16635

17097 17097 20258, 21166 18820. 17937 .

18336 18836 27217 26154 20220 20049

24990 . 24132 49924 29517 ,2`.993 25730

130958 130958 130958 130950 130058' 130958

ps Angeles MAV =.17,097
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for all ethnic groups, shown in the first column, echoed an earlier
,

remark regarding the different footings on which ethnic groups

start their eftcationil'courde.,. Black, Asian and American

Indivan piapils are actually better off than Anglos in terms of mean

property wealth per pupi.1)o.P the school districts In which theY

Chi9.nos are slightly-worse off.

The income data changes this picture. Statewide weighted

income means showlBlack pupils to be located in the lowest income

districts, f011owed by Chicanos, Indians and Asians. The average

income for districts in which Anglo:, pupils attend school is sub-

stantially higher than for any of the other ethnic groups. Since

ed' cation tax revenues are levied against district wealth, but col.=

Aected out of family income, the bsen of the personal income

varilble froiVschool.fidance ulas as a disequalizing effect.

According to the ensus definition of "urban," 91..1 percent

of all California'pupil in u ied districts attend school in urban

areas. (SeeTable 12) 'Black and Asian,pupilsAre most urbanized.

iladian pupils are 30 less urban than Blacks. Chicano pupils are

more urban than the statewide average for unified districts.

Tax Relief: Meari Local Millage and Local Revenue

If the legislation failed to achieve complianbe through wealth

equalization, it certaidly had some' equalizing effects in terms of

tax relief for relatiVely highta*ing districts and tax increases,

for the relatively low tax districts. From our wealth quintile

category analysis, we observed that this effect dia\lp.deed occur.

But when the categories are switched to ethnic groups, new insights

are gained.



TABLE 12

WEALTH AND VIIINIC CCMPOSfiDON OF CALIFORNIA uNip6saicar,

Ethnic-
Groups

State Average

Significance

Indians

Blacks

Orientals
.

Chicanos

Anglos

DISTRICTS. BY ETHNIC` GROUP: 1972-76.

Modified
Assessed
Valuation
1972-73

MAVi.

1973-74
MAV

1974-75
MAV

197546

Percent
Urban
1970

$14,032

NS

$15,273

NS

$16,330

NS

$18,064

NS

91.1

NS-v
15,086 17,105 18,132 19,407 68.1

14,854 16,263 16,928 18,580 98.7
.1

17,700 19,315 20,145 23,089 96 40

"--

.
13,493 14,537 15,417 16,916 92.4

*q3:807 15,057 16,250 18;009 89.0

Mean 4

Family
Income
1969

$11,965

NS

10,033.

8,292

11,204

.9,898

13,368

1
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As Table-13 shOws, only Blacks were'taxed higher than Anglos

for education prior to the Deform. The effect of ;the reform was

to provide tax relief for all gr p , but differently. Anglos

achieved the greatest, degree of tax relief, followed closely by
N,

Chicanos. Blacks and Indians fared about the same, while Orientals

. got the least tax relief. As a r4sult, in the year' ',just after

the reform;bdta Blacks and Orientals were taxed higher than Anglos,
4

while Chicanos were taxed about the same as Anglos. By the second

IF year afteT reform (1974-75) taxes had risen for all groups again,

and Only Indians had.lower tax rates thah--Anglos.

State Share of State-and Local Revenues

--Table 14 showS the effect of the establishment of revenue
,-;------"

.

0
.

.

-'-' limitsYon the',ate' *share'. of''Statand local r&enue per pupil
_-----

Interestingly, Anglos received the highest per pupil state rev-

enue prior to reform. After reform, Chicanos received more than

Anglos, but the other groups continued to get less. In suPsequent

years, Blacks also began to get more per pupil state revenue than

Anglos, but Indians and ans continued to get less.

Prior o reform,'tpe state's share of revenue' was 33%, With

,a 'low of

Chicanos.

going to Asians and k high of 34% going to Anglos and

Immediately after reform, the state's share Increased

to 44% overall, but again this varied from a high of 46% going.to

Chicanosto a low of 38% going to Asians. Blacks.and6-Indtans

received a smaller share than Anglos both befclre and after .reform.

e

9It would be more accurate to say ,that tax- rates in districts,
where Blacks are located,werdhigher than fax rates in districts
where Anglos attended school. From the data we do not know who
actually pays the taxes.

47 .
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TABLE 13

MEAN LOCAL TAX RATE AND LOCAL REVENUE PER PUPIL BY ETHNIC GROUP
IN CALIFOR&IA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICTS: 1972-1976

Local
Ethnic 'Millage
Groups Rate

Minorify-Anglo
(Minority/Anglo)

Local
Rbvenue

Per Pupil
Minority-Anglo
(Minority/Anglo)

1972-78 Average. 45.1 $ 673
Significance NS *

Indians 40.4 -0.49 (.892) 638 -S 13 (.980)
Blacks 46.0 0.S2- (1.02) 762 Sill (1.17)
Orientals 43.4 -0.19 . (.958) 811 $160 (1.25)
Chicanos 44.2 .-OAJ (.976) 660 $ 9 (1.01)
Anglos

*

45.3 ,

Reform Law Passed
651

1973-74 Average 39.9 $ 630
Significance NS . NS
Indians 36.5- -0.31 (.922) .648 S 30 (1.05)
Blacks 41.9 0.23 (1.06) 702 $ 84 (1.14)
,Orientals 40.3 0.07 (1.02) 772 $154 (1.25)
,q4ianos

--...:,-,,..:c

39.5 -0.01 (.99,7),,, 59:8_ -§ 20 (.968)
Anglos 39.6 618

197445 Average 42.3 $ 677
Significance * NS
Indians 37.9 "--0.38 (.909) 686 $ 21 (1.03)
Blacks 45.4 0.37 (1.09) 747 . S 82 (1.12)
Orientals 42.4 0.07 (1.02) 814 $149 (1.22)'
.Chicanos 42.3 '0.06 (1.01) 646 -$ 19 (.971),
Anglos 41.7 665

1975-76 Average 43.1 S 762
Significance NS

, NS
Indians 40.0 -0.29 (.932) 767 $ 12 (1.02)
,Blacks 45.0 0.21 (1.05) 822 $ 67 (1.09)
Orientals 41.9 -0.10 (.977) 910 5155 (1.21)
Chicanos 42.9 0.00 (1.00) 718 s -$ 37 (.951)
Anglos' 42.9 755

Change 1972-73 to 1975-76.

Mills Percynt
-7-7411,71-Average gp.- 2.0

Indians - 0.4 -,1.0
Blacks. .-. 1.0 - 2.2
Orientals - 1.5 - 3.5
Chicanos - 1.3 - 2.9
Anglos - 2.4 - 5.3

Significance Levels:
= .05

** = .01
**, = .001

Dollars Percent
+$ 99 +14.7
+$129 +20.2
'+$ 60 + 7:9

99 +12.2 -
7-1 58 + 8.8

+S104 +16.0.
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TABLE 14

, MEAN STATE REVENUE, LOCAL + STATE REVENUE, AND PERCENT STATE
SHARE OF REVENUE PER PUPIL BY ETHNIC GROUP IN CALIFORNIA

' UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICTS: 1972-1976

11.

State.

..E oic Revenue
Group Per Pupil

a
.

.° Local + State
Minority-Anglo Revenue 'Minority-Anglo
(Mi'nority/Anclo) Per PUpil (Minority/Anglo)

.

% State
Share
Revenue

0 1972-73 Average $ 333. 33$$ 1,006
Significance NS **

Indians 321 -$15 (.955) 959 -$28 (.272) 33
Blacks' 322 -$14 (.958) 1,085 $98 (1.10)
Orientals c 313 -$23 (.932) 1,124 $137 (1.14) 28 $

ChiCanos 335 -$1 (.997) 995 $8 (1.01) 34
Anglos 336 987' 34-

Reform Law Passed

1973-7
,4 Average $.500'

ignificance N$

ndia?. 475

1,131

-$24 (.952) 1,123 $7 (1.01)

44%

42
Blacks 497 . -$2 (.996) 1,199/ $83 (1.07) 41
Orientals '- 478 -$21 (.958) ^ 1,249, $13.3 '1.12) 38
Chicanos

.
.514 $15 (.03) .1,112 -S4 ..996) 46

Anglos 499 1' 6
1-

45

1974-75 Average 531 $ 1,208 44%
,Significance NS *
Indians 493 -$35 (.934) 1,179 -$14 42
Blacks 531 S3 (1.01) 1,277" $84

,(.988)
.1.07) . 42

Orientals 500 -$28 (.947, .1,314 $121 (1.10) 38
Chicanos, 547 S19"(1.04) 1,193 0 1.90) 46
Angldg, 528 1,193 44

1975-76 Average.-9 592 $ 1,354 44%
Significance NS NS
Indians 550 -435 (.940) 1,317. -$23 (.983) 42

'Blacks -602 $18 (1.03)' 1,425 $85 (1.06) 42
Orientals 559 -$26 (.956) 1,469 $129 ° - 38
Chicanos 616 $31 (1.05) 1,334 -$6

,(1.101
(.996' 46

Anglos 585 1,340 44

Significance Levels:*
t = .05

** = .01
.*** = .001
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TABLE 15
,

MEAN FEDgRAL REVENUE AND TOTAL REVENUE PER PUPIL. BY ETHNIC
GROUP IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICTS: 1972-1976

tthnic
Groups

--*

Federal.
Revenue

Per Pupil
Minority-Anglo
(Minority/Anglo)

,Total
Revenue

Per Pupil
Minority-Anglo
(Minority/Anglo)

1972-73 Average
Significance

$ 81
**is

$ 1,090.
***

Indians 121 $49 (1.68) 1,083 '$22 (1.02)'
Blacks , 118 $46 (1.64) 1,205 $144 (1.14)
Orientals 100 $28 (1.39) 1,226 $165 (1:16)
Chicanoi - 83 $11 (1.15) 1,081 $20 (1.02)
Anglos 72 1,061

Reform Law Passed

1973-74 Average $ 75 $ 1,208
Significance *** ._. **

Indians 122 $54 (1.79) 1,248 $62 (1.05)
'Blacks 108 $40 (1.59, 1,310 $12* 1.10)
Orientals 94 $26 (1.38) 1,345 $159 (1.13)
Chicanok- 75 $7 (1.10) . 1,189 S3 (:.00)-
Anglos 68 1,186

19:74-75 Average S 92 $ 1,301
Significance , *** **

Indians 145 $63 (1.77) 1,327 $51' (1.04) J

Blacks 130 , $48 (1.58) 1,409 $133 (1,10)
Orientals - 116 $34 (1.41) 1,431 $155 (1.12),
Chicanos 193 $1ii, (1.13' 1,288 $12 :..01)
Anglos , 82 1/276

1975-76 AVerage $ 91 % $ 1,449
Significance ** **

Indians 139 56 (1:67) 1,469 $42 (1.03)
Blacks 123

'109
$40 (1.48) 1,550 S123 (1.09)

OrCentals $26 (1.31) 1,580 $153 (1.11)
Chicanos. 95 $12 (144) 1,433 S6 (1.00)0
Anglos . 83 . 1,427 .

Significance Leve's:
*

**

***

=
=
=

.05

.01

.00,

o

I
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The revenue Limit provision of SB 90 was intendedPto'reduce local

revenue'by $43 for all gioups4,.:except Indians, for whom local revenue

increaseeby $10.* While this is an insignificant amount, probably

not sta$istically sighificant, the direttion of the change is notable

in that it indicates that the revenue/limit was an -equalizing
, ,

feature in the yeat tKediately aftek reform, when mean Indian

tax rates fell ;themost.

Chicanos faced the largest decline in local revenue (S62),

and because of the fact that they were the lowest spending ethnic

group after the reform, the revenue limit might be considered dis-

equalizing for them.

Automatic Inflation Adjustment ("Squeeze Factor")

Table 13 also reveals the probable effects 6f-the "squeeze

factor" and the automatic inflation, adjustment, which allowed dis-
,

trictd raising revenue at or below the median in11972-73 to raise

their tax rated and local revenue faster than those districts

which were raising reyenues above the median in that year. In '

1972-73 Blacks and Asians raised the highest mean revenue while

Indians raised the lowest. If the squeeze factor had thed.e-

sired effect, Indian mean local revenue would increase the most,

while mean local revenue for Blacks and Asians would increase the

least. This was the result obtained--Black local. revenue grew the

'least, and 4ian local tax rates grew the least. Results for other

groups were more mixed.

Federal Aid and Total Revenues

Weighted means of federal aid per ethnic group pupil show that

it Ls partly equalizing and partly disequalizing. The total revenue

column in Table 15 shows that the Chicanos are the minority group

64
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with the least revenue advantage, but federal revenue fails t

offset this situation because'it, too, provides, fewer dollars for

Chicanos than for any other minority group) On the other hand,

Indians are the next most disadvantaged group' in terms of total

expenditures, but receive the most, federal revenue.

Federal revenue proved disequaliztaz in the reform year.
Irk

While total revenues increased substantially, federal revenue

declined fer all groups except Indians.

Total 'Expenditures ,.

F.J./

'Table 16 presents data on the mean total expenditures Per

pupil by ethnid group for 1972-76. After the reform, all

pupils increased an average of $141 from $1,033 prior to the reform

to $1,174 the year after the reform. Every group increased in per
40

pupil total expenditures. The Asian American pupils experienced

the largest expenditure increase after the reform of $166 per pupil,

followed by Blacks with $164, Indians -$150, Chicanos -$142, and Anglos-'

$136. Three yearfter the reform, all ethnic"groups increased about

$365 per pupil. The average increase was also $365 per pupil after

the reform law.

DIaPARIT1ES'BY DISTRICT ETHNIC AND POVERTY COMPOSITION,

Fiscal Disparities by District Ethnic Composition

Table 17 shows Pearson correlation coefficients relating

percent ethhic group to fiscal variables. Significance levels for

th se correlations vary widely by grohp. There i- no significant

relationship between wealth and percent Black, Indian or Anglo for

any year. but as Asians increase in percentage, so does district

per pupil wealth in all years; and for.Chicanos, there was an

inverse relationship between ethnic percentage and wealth,'albeit

at,a lower significance level, in the last two years.

5 2
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TABLE 16

MEAN TOTAL GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL BY ETHNIC GROUP
IN CAL%FORNIA,UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICTS: 1972-1976

Ethnic
Groups.

Total General
Fund Expenditures

Per Pupil
Minbrity-Anglo=

=(Minority/Anglo).

1972-73 Average $ 1,033 ..-

Significance **
Indians 1,029. $ (1.02)
Blacks 1,132

,19

$ 122 (1.12)
Orientals 1,162 $ 152 (1.15)
Chicanos 1,018 $ 8 (1.01)
Anglos 1,010

,.--1973-74 Average $ 1,174 #

Significance *** 0

Indians ..-- 1 1793 $ _33 w(1.0Q)
Blacks 1,296 $ 150 (1.13)
Orientals -le 1,328 $ 182 (1.16)
Chicanos 1,160 $, 14 (1.01)
Anglos

-. a.

1,146

1974-75 Average $ 1,289
Significance ***
Indians 1,296 $,

_ $_ 35 (1.03)
Blacks - 1,404 143 (1.11)
Orientals 1,420 ,I., (1.13)
Chicanos 1,279 18 (1.01)
Anglos 1,261

a.

1975-76 Average $, 1,398 =-
Significance . **
Indians 1;424 $ 48 (1.03)
Blacks 1,497 $ 121 (1.09)
Orientals 1.,527 $ 151 (1.11)
Chicanos 1,383 $ 7 (1.01)
Anglos 1,376

Significanoe Levels:
*'= .05

** = .01
*** = .001

53
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Local tax rates and percent Black were insigliTlicantly related

before the reform, but significantly and positivelyelated for

all subsequent years, a clear tax effect of SB 90. In purely fiscal

terms, such an effect might be considere&equalizing, since Blacks

have been shown to attend high wealth districts on the average.

But, when considerations for higher costs andlower achievement levels

are recognized, as discussed later, the picture becomes more compli-

cated.

Local tax rates and percent Chicano are almost a mirror reflec-

tion of the data on Blacks. In the Chttanb,pase, only the first

year relationship was significant, although all years were negative.

As with the other ethnic groups, the correlations are for the

most part non=significant.

Percent Black and Asian are both significantly dire jtly related"'

to local revenue per pupil, Percent Chicano and local revenue are

not significant in the pre-reform year, but whereas the relationship

is decieasing for'Blacks and'Asians, it is increasingly in the -

wrong direction and significant for Chicanos. These have negative

contributions to districts with high concentrations of Chicanos aAd

in general they have decreased in local revenue

A-demonstration Of effectiveness of the reform law in terms

of its equalizing tendencies would be, inter alia, Pearson coeffi-

Cients relating state revenue and percent ethnic group whic -Were

a mirror reflection of the local revenue per pupil, tax rate aside.

(That is, where local revenue per pupil are positively related

to ethnic percentage, indicating increasing amounts of dollars
tr

available from local sources the higher the percept ethnic group,

t then the state sources would'be countervailing if they were nega-
,
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TABLE '17

4

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS,RELATiNG SCHOOL FINANCE VARIABLES
TO PERCENT ETHNIC GROUP 1972-73-TO 1975-76

Percent Mbdified Assessed , Local Local Local
Ethnic ,Valuatfon . Tax Revenue and. Total
Group - Per Pupil Rate . Per'Pupil State Revenue

BLACKS

1672-73- '..100 .102 .316 - .352 * *.

1973-74 .109 .208** .226** . .303**
1974-75 '.061 .415** .225** ,324**
1975-76 , .045 .275** . .179* .282**

.

CHICANO

1972-73 -. .114 - .167* - ,074 .036
1973-74 - .139 - .078 - .165* -.146
1974-75 - .162* - ,.0001 - .157* -.121
1975-76 - .173* - .064 .201** -.137.

ASIAN .

1972-73 .451** - .187* 1485*ic .530**
1973-74 .462** .044: .464** .545**-
1974-75 .405** .016 .436** .512**
1975-76 .458** - ..183* .428** .479**

AMERICAN INDIAN
v-

1972-73 .063 - .124 - .025
1973-74 .086 .086' .025
1974-75 '.087 - .134 .018
1975-76 .066 - .080 .016

:487**
.416**

%.445**

,380**

-.061
-.134
-.092
-.105

.556**-
..576**
.550**

.512**

1972-73 -. 99 y .062 - .283** -.312 . -.420**
1973-74 -. 88 .108 - .154* -.237** -.336**
1974-75 -. 30 - .2 ** - .154* -*.260** -.378**
1975-76 -: 18 -.212** -.313**

A
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BLE 18

- PEARSON CORRELATION cogincums RELATING SCHOOL FINANCE VARIABLES
TO PENOENT' FAMILIES BELOW POVERTY AND PERCENT FAMILIES ABOVE $15,000

FROM 1972-73 TO'1975 -76

4
Modified Assessed. Local Local' Local

Valuation Revenue- and Total
Per Pupil Rate Per Pupil State- - Revenue

POVERTY
CHILDREN

1972-73 P
1973-74
1974-75

.1975-76

$15000
PER YEAR

1972-73
1973-74'

1974-75
1975-76

0

741

Tle

3
a

.

3

.059 - .154* ' .119 .118' .262**

.063 . .054 .041
.

.104 .230**
.036 .054 .053 .135 .276**
.018 - .002

....
106

..
262**.02

4

.134' .178* .274** ,265 ** .131

.096 .431** .226** .190** .(S.to

.109 1.34 .222 ** c .191* :046

.092 .24 .202**4 .18:4, .036

r

tivefy related to ethnic percentage). Roughly, this is the case

in Table 17. But pot all cases are significant. Moreover, such

a pattern would addresS'purely .fiscal concerns, ignoring the special

educational needs of minority children.

ri d 1 Disparities by Poverty Composition

Table 18'shows no significant relationship between

wealth and Pei-cent.Children ih families below poverty nor above

'$15,000 ihmily incomeper.irear.- gtf;both groups were significantly

111X4e.ted to local tax rates, albeit oploositely, in the year:Wore the

reform. In the year after the reform, children living in poverty were no

4
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V

longer related to local tax rate, while wealthy th)Jdren were

.significantly and positively related: the higher the tax rate, th

higher the percentage.of-wealthy children._ Other things equal,

loth effettp appear equalizing. Examination of the other fiscal

variables should help to varify this supposition.

oTheie is no significant relationship-between local revenues

Niper ptPpi and poor status; not even in the year of significance for

the local tax rate,(1972-73). owever, for rich children, there is-,

a positive.and signifT.Cliat relationship ia,every year, albeit a

declining one.

State revenue per pupil is equalizing in the terms we defined

i.e.,-opposite in sign to coefficients' for local revenue

per pupil,,but inbignificant'except for the first year for wealthy

pupils, where a Wdak relationship is evident. Interestingly enough,

expenditures per pupil were significant for poor children in every
,,.- i

Rear, but, riot for,wealthy children..
0

,,A
a

-Means 1;)y Categories of Percent Ethnic Enrolled
1 ,

. . ..

Tables 15 and 20 show that Cialcanos and Black pupils in unified

school districts are distributed quite differently. High percent
-

Black areas are 100% urban while low percent Black areas are only
.

83% brban'.' Chicano's exhibit the opposite distribution among com-
.

munity types. Highest percent Chicano districts are only 76 percent

urban, but the east percent Chicano areas are apiso low. Thus, corn-
,

lWared .V) 'Chicanos, Blacks are highly urbanized. but ChiCanos are

A

more urbanized than one might have believed before examining the

data.

70
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TABLE r9

r

MEAN MODIPIED ASSESSED VALUATION PER PUPIL BY PERCENT CHICANO
/ENROLLMENT IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICTS:

.1972-73 TO 1975-76'

4

Percent Si Nunber . Percent Modified Modified Modified Modified
Chicano of f Total Assessed Assessed Assessed Assessed
Enrollment / Districts ,ADA Valuation Valuation Valuation Valuation

N=253 1972-73 1973 -74 1:374-75 1675-76-

Average $ '14,033 $ 15,286' $ 16,308 '$ 18,039

Significance NS' NS NS NS

0 - 9.99

10 - 24.99

25.4 (L.A.)

26 - 49.99

Sb Qr more

123 29,5 14,725 . 16,203 17,529 19,622

< 83 37.8 o 13,914 15,270 16,271 18,285

2 21.9 14,666 15,604 16,220 - 17,113

31 8.1 10,776' 11,764 12,785 14,197
Alp

. ..

14 2.6" 12,819 13,272 . 14,145 15,670
A

414

1.
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TABLE 20

MEAN MODIFIED ASSESRED VANTION PER PUPIL BY PERCENT BLACK
, ENROLLMENT IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED SCHOOL'TISTRTCTS:

1972-73 TO 1975-76

Percent Number? Percent Modified Modified Modified Modifies
Black of of Total Assessed Assessed Assessed Assesse
Enrollment Districts ADA Valuation Valuation Valuation Valuatic

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-7E

Average
9

$ 14,033 S 15,286 . 16,308 $ 18,03E

Significance

0 - 9.99 226

10 - 24.99 13-

25.4 (L.A.) 1

26 - 49.99 9

50 or more 4

*** ** ** ***

54 13,284 14,535 15,791 17,60C

13 12,395 13,806 15,098 16,75C
c.--..

22 14,650 597 16,209 17,097

7 21,028 23,193 23,299 27,714

4 13,631 815,407 15,956 ].7t04E

Significance levels:

*

**
***

=
=
=

.05

.01

.001
V

ee

'59
72

ti
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Serrano Compliance

One of the early controversies in'the Serrano v. Priest case

concerned the degree to which wealth equalization would benefit

ethnic minority and poor pupils. Tables 19 and 20 show that ,for the two

largest ethnic minorities in California, there are no grounds for

concluding that large percent minority districts were either rich

or poor in terms of property wealth. Hence, reform measures which

aimed merely to equalize revenues, expenditures, or other fiscal
ii

variables might have unexpected effects on minority ethnic groups.

Only if Serrvo were viewed as an opportunity to define compliance

in such a way as to include ethnic minorities in the benefit class

of the reform by investigating their neculiarities with respect

to fiscal and economic variables would Serrano poSitively help and

not set back th'e long-fought minority student gains:

Unfortunately., despite repeated attempts to include,the'Se

kinds of considei-ations into the deliberations, the Legislature,

the courts, and the litigants contipued to insist upon keeping

the issues simpler than such concerns would permit. Issues,such
A.

as the cost differentials existing among districts, income distri-

butions, disproportionate numbers of handicapped pupils and other
4

maladies which seemed to be present more often arou certain minor-

ity groups, were dismissed as issues which could be addressed after .

fiscal neutrality wacs constitutionalized.

Local Tax Relief #.

Several Black and Chicano statistics reveal opposite distri-
4P0 butiofts. One of these is the local equalized tax rate when dis-

tributed across percent ethnic distribution categories. The greater

the 4ercent Black pupils, the higher'the tax rate, but the greater
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a
the percent Chicano enrollment, generally the lower the tax rate,

although the relationship ti not in every case monotonic and

statistically significant. (S7/Tables 21 and 24 ). The 1972

reform reduced tax rates on local wealth on the average from $4.51 14

to $3.99 statewide but in high percent Black districts, local tax

rites fell by more than they did in high percent Chicano district d,

precisely because of the effectiveness of the tax relief provisions

of the reform bill. Moreover, high ikercent Black districts enjoyed

more tax relief than low percent Black districts, while the reverse

was true for districts of varying percent ChiCano enrollment.

Increased State Share

A second goal of the 1972 reform, increased share of total

revenue provided by the'state as also opposite in its effects on

Black and ChicanO pupils. Th s tim ,

7
however, Chicanos enjoyed

the more favorable effects. Tables 22 and 25 show that if

Los Angeles isexcluded, the greater the percent Chicano enrollment,

the higher the percent state share of state and local venues:

v07.
.

but the greater the percent Black enrollment,the lo er the percent

state share. Moreover, the effect of the 1972 reform was'to increase

state shares more for highest percent Chicano districts than for

highest percent Black districts. Lastly, the increase in state

share was temporary for ethnic ciygories; as it was for earlier

analyses, most likely explained by the fact that these were low

wealth districts.

Revenue Limits

The provision of the reform law which prohibited the increase
4

in local levies beyond some percentage of the -Daze year" revenues

appeared to have arffected more adversely districts that were highest

in minority ethnic enrollment than those which were lowest in

74
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TABLE 21

MEAN LOCAL EQUALIZED TAX RATE AND LOCAL REVENUE PER
PUPIL BY PERCENT CHICANO ENROLLMENT IN CALIFORNIA

? UNIFIED scaom DISTRICT: 1972-73 TO 1975-76'

Percent
Chicano
Enrollment

Local
Equalized High-Low.
Tax Rate' (High/Low)

Local
Revenue High-Low,

Per Pupil (High/Low)

1972-3 Average
Significance
0- 9.99

10 -24.99
25.4 (L:A.)
;a-49.99
50 or more

4.51
***

4.77
'4.59
4.Q1
4.61
4.32

$-0.45
(.906)

$ 673
***
699
617
809
511
542

$ -157
(.775)

1973-4 Average
Significance
0- 9.99

10-24.99
25.4 (L.A.)
26-49.99
50 or more

'1974 -5 Awage
Signifithnce
0- 9.99
10-24.99
25.4 (L.A.)
26-49.99
50' or more.

1975-6-Avira'ge
Significance
.0- 9.99
10-24.99

26-49.99
SO or more

3.99
ns

4.12
3.97

Reform Law Passed

3.94 "--,$-0.34

3.82 \(.917)

3.78

4.24'
***

4.29
4.07
4.59
3.94
4.01

1a.

$-0.28
(.935)

$ 631
**

694
602
659
484
.526 c'

$ 676
* * *

731
634
'751
507
558

5.

$ -168
(.757)

$ -173
(.763)

4.32

4.41
4.26
4.40
4.04
4.22

(.957)

$ 761
**

836
735'
783
574
643

$-193
(.769)

Significance levels:

*.= .05
** = .01

*** = .001
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TABLES 22

MEAN STATE, STATE + LOCAL REVENUES PER PUPIL AND PERCENT SHARE
"- 'OF STATE REVENUE BY PERCENT CHICANO ENROLLMENT

IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICTS: 1972-73 TO 1975-76

_At

Percent State Local + State % Share
Chicano- Revenue High-Low Revenue High-Low ,Sate
Enroll9ent Per Pupil (High/Low) Per Pupil (High/Low), Revenue

1972-3 Average $ 353
Significance ***
0- 9.99 - 331'
10-24.99 351
25.4 (L.A.) 282 $39
26-49.99 385 (1.12)
50 or more 370

Reform Law

19.73-4 Average $ 500
Significance. ***
0- 9.99 477 4

10-24.99 528
25.4 '(L.A.) 443 $98
26-49.99

,
588 (.98)

50 or more 575

$1006
***

35
** *

1030
1

32
968 36

1091 5-118 . '26
896 . (.865) 4S
912

. 41
Passed

1974-5 Average $531
Sig nificande ***
0- 9.99 '505

10-24.99 557 $106
25:4. (L.A.) 476 (1.21)
26-49.99 628
50 or more , 611

$1131
***

'1172
.***
44

41
1129 , 47'
1102 $-70 41
1072 (.940) 55
1102 .52

$1207, , 44
*** ***

-1236. 41
1191' $ -67 47
1227 (.946) ' 39
1135 55
1169

\ 52

1975-6 Average $593 $1354 44Significance *** ***

0- 9.99 557 1394 t
40..

10-24.99 612 1348 46
25.4 (L.A.) 556 8141 1338 $-53 42
26-49.99 702 (1.25),_ 1275 0.962Y 55

.50 or more 698 1341 . 52'

Significance levels :,

* = .05
* *= .01

*** = ,.001
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TABLE 23

MEAN TITLE I, FEDERAL, AND TOTAL REVENUES PER PUPIL BY
PERCENT CHICANO ENROLLMENT IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED

SCHOOL DISTRICT: 1972-73 TO 1975-76

Percdnt Title I 'Federal Total
Chicano Revenue N. High-Low Revenue , High-Low Revenue High-Lcw

Enrollment Per Pupil (High/Low) Per Pupil (High/Low) Per Pupil (High/Low'

.-*

1972-3 Average $ 27 $ 81 $1096Significance **ir

0- 9.99 17 74
1'0-24..99 27

$21 .80
$ 6:

1107
1051 8-10925:4 (L.A.) 41 100 1191a:24) (1.08) (901)26-49.99 25 62 96050 or fore 38 80 998

Reform Law Passed-4 ..:

x.973- 4 (Average $ 30 $ 75 ' $1208
Significance ***
0- 9.99 19 ,71 .., 1245 .

10-24.99 30 79 '1212
25.4 (L.A.) 46

($2
80 $ 4 1183 $ -64.2111),26-49.99 25 59 (1.05) 1132 (.948)50 or more 40 75 1181

19.74-5 Avaza...

Significance ***
0- 9.59 19

10-24.99 31
$2225.4 14.A.) 41

26 -49.9 28 (2.16)

50 or more 41

1975-6 Average $ 30 $ 91 $1449Significance ***
0- 9.99 20 81 1475' .-10-24.99 31 96 1453

'25:4 (L.A.) 41 $22
98 $ 22 I 1436 S -2726-49.99 22

(2.10)
83 (1.27) 1361 (.98)50 or More 42 103 1448

$1301.

3 . e 1321
93 S 1' 1286 8 -62

106 (1.01) 133'3 (.953)
79 1216
.84 1259

Significance levels:

*.= .05
** us .0,1

*** = .001.



. TABLE 24
4

KEAN IACAL EQUALIZED TAX,RATE A? LOCAL REVENUE PER PUPIL BY
PERCENE BLACK ENT.OLIMEsTr IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED

SCHOOL DISTRICTS : 1972-73 TO 1975-76

Percent Local Local
Black Equalized High-Low Revenue Hi Triu,

l'Ax 4 Rate (High/tow) Per Pupil : 2./Low)

...

1972-3 Average 4.51 $ 673
Significance *** ***
0- 9.99 4.58 . 596

10-24.99 4.62 $0.82 597 $130
25.3 (L.A. ) 4.01 (1.18) 809

(1.22)26-49.99 , 4.85 952
50 & above 5.40

.

726
Refakm ism Passed

, 1973-74 Average , 3.99
Significance ***

3.89
10-24.99 3.99
25.3 (La.) 3.94
26- 49.99. 4.62
50 & above 4.67

$0.78
(1.20)

1974-5 Average 4.24
Significanbe .***
0-9.99 4.08

10-24.99 3.98
25.3 (LA.) 4.5b
26-49.99 4.43
§o & above 5.07

99
-

$0.
(124)

$ 631
***

588
556
659
'966

765

v sly
(1.30)

$ 676
***

626
605
751
944
760

$134
(1.21)

1975-76 Average, 4.32
Significance 401,*

0-9.99 4.25'
10-24.99 4.22
25.3 (L.A.) b 4.40
26-49.99 4.36
50 & above 5.12

$0.87
(1.20)

.11

$

772208
788

1,056
892

Significance levels:

* .05

. ** At .01
.#* -.001

78
65

$170
(1.24)



TABLE 25

MEAN STATE AND STATE LOCAL REVENUE PER PUPIL AND PERCENT .

SHIRE OF STATE REVENUE BY Pramzr BLACK EZI-IOLLIZNYT

IN CALIFCRNIA UNIFIED SMOOL DISTRICTS: 1972-73 TO 1975-76

Percent
}lack

Enrollment

State
Revenue

Per Pupil

State Local
High-Low .Revenue High-Low
(High/Low) Per Pupil (High/Low)

% Share
State

Revenue

1972-3 Average S333 $ 1,006 29%
Significance *** *** * * *

0- 9.99 ' 35
10-24.99
25.3 (L.A.)

0
282

26-49.99 , 325
50 & above 356

1973-4 Average $500
Significance ***

0- 9.99 517
10-24.99 502
25,3 (L.A.) 443
26-49..94 512
50 & above 552

1974-5 Average o$531
Significance ***

0- 9.99 547
10-24.99 534
25.3 (L.A.) 476
26-49.99' 534
50 &above 594

948

$
.01)

1,04
6 .937

1
(1

1,276
1,083

Reform Law Passed

$35

(1.07)

$1,131
***

1,105
1,058
1,102
1,478
1,318

$135
(1.14)

33

32
20
19

29

$213*

(1.19)

37%

41
40
29
25
31

$47
(1,09),

$1,207
***

1,173
4,139
1,227
1,479
1,353

$180
(1.15)

***

40
38

28
27
32

1913 -6 Average
Significance
0- 9.99

10-24.99
25.3 (L.A.)
26-49.99
50 & above

$593

601
593
556
593
682

$81
(1.13)

$1,354
***

'1,301
1,338
1,649
1,574

$251
(1.19)

35%
* *

39
36
30
26
32

Significance levels:

* = .05

** = .01
**4 = .001
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ethnic minorities. The local portionof the state and local

revenue figure previously.discussed was higher, the higher the

percentage of Black enrollment and the lower the percentage of

Chickno enrollment.- This reflects the greater concentration of Blacks'

in urbari areas where tax bases are generally higher. The local

revenue disparity comparing districts of high and low percent Chicano

in 1972-73 was. -$157. It grew to -$168 by 1973-74 and to -$193 by

1975-76. For Blacks, thejow-to-high disparity was 41:43() in 1972-73

and +$177 in 1973-74. By 1975-76 it was +$170. In terms of the

purely fiscal effects of<the law, the revenue limit appeared to have
.80

been disequalizing when Black Sand Brown 6ategories are analyied. But

as observed earlier, fiscal "equality" is a difficult concept to

comprehend when ethnic and poor minorities are included in the

analysis. 'Input measures alone do not permit pursuit of the most

important aspect of the issues as they relate to minority ethnic and

income groups.

Federal Revenue

In the purely fiscal sense, federal revenue tends to be equal-
.

izing for Chicanos in that it somewhat offsets local revenue raising

incapacity. Blacks have a local revenue raising advantage when com-

p red to Chicanos (and Anglos) and federal revenue exacerbates their

ad antage. The reason for this observation, undoubtedly, is the

fact that approximately half of the federal revenue contribution i

deriv d from Title I*of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act for

both. Blacks and Chicanos. "(See Table 23.)

Total Revenue

Table 26 presents dkaa on the mean total revenue for-percent

Black pupils for 1972,76. After the reformlaw: Black pupils increased



1

on the average by $118 per pupil and $359 per pupil three years

later in 1975-7,6. Similar to the other ethnic groups, Black pupils

increased in total revenue.

Means by Quintiles of Family Income
0

umasso.

The property wealth quintile analysis undertaken in previbus

discussion is the most frequently used ieasure of ability to pay.

Another, which is more frequently recommended than actually used,
.

is mean family income. While large numbers.of,writers.on school

finance reform agree that an incomelneasure (or,at least an income

weighted wealth measure) is superior in many ways to a property

wealth measure, inadequate availability of data on family income by

local area curtails their usability.

Demographic Characteristics
.

Tables 27 - 31 provide yet another perspective on the effects

of reform leeslation: Quintiles of pupils by family income were

computed as nearly as possible and the means of each quintile tabu-,

lated. The equalizing influence of the legislation was examined in

terms of its own intent language.

Table 27 Jows that the higher the level of mean.family.income

in the. district, the lower the percent of both Blacks and Chicanos,

and, generally speaking, the highet_t4e_percent urban.*' The table,

also reveals that the poorest quintile coined the largest,

number of districts, indicating that most poor dist4cts are

small in terms of ADA count.

Tax Relief

Prior to the reform, there was no consistent pattern in the

relationship between the mean income of districts and V'he mean local

tax rate, as evidenced in Table 28. The reform lowered the level of

68
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taxes for the majority of districts, but in the first year did little

to establish a pattern-. A pattern of lower tax rates -Dor tower income

districts was visible by 1974-75 and even more so by 1975-76. In a

purely fiscal sense, the reform was, to that extent, equalizing with

yespect-to tax relief bYs%Inconle class.

RevenueLimits

The reforn*id no expicitly intend to equalize in terms of

district mean incom , because the measure of capacity or ability

to pay was e pre- qd in terms of mean wealth.' The method used to

,equillize educational inputs in terms of wealth differentials was

to outlaw revenue increases beyond a state'mandated rate based, on

base year expenditures'. If expenditures, like wealth, are positively

related to local income, an equalizing effect is' indicated by the

reduction in the ability to raise more revenues in higher 'income
A

districts.

The data in Table 28 seem to show that the higher the mean
4

income, the higher the local revenue per pupil in the year before
*

the reform, and that the reform did not interrupt this trend. _The

reform was, therefore, not equalizingin this regard. SB 90 was

certainly eqUalizing in the short run for tax relief; but revenue

limits were much less influenced by the reform when analyzed by income
r

categories.

State Share

State revenue per pupil decreased as mean family income increased

in 1972-73 and after the reform. An equalizing increase in state

revenue wouj d offset the local tendency for revenue to rise, the

higher the level of mean family income in 1972-73. The indreasftg

negative disparity in state revenue evident in Table 29 between low

and high revnues per pupil thus was an equalizing effect.
,
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Federal iivenues

Prior to SB 90, as mean family income increased, Title I revenue
/v

and total federal revenue per putl decreased, with the :exception of
Ale c,

Los Angeles, as seen in Table 30.--1.In sgbsequent years, the inverse_

relationship betw,en these two variables4grew in magnitude. SB 9.,

then, did nothing to affect therole of federal revenue.

Total-Expenditure byrFaMily Income
.

.

iijTable 31 presents meanamily income by quintiles and how it

is related to total general fund expenditures. In general, there'

tends to be no consistent relatiohship between Ottl generkl fund
0 .

experilatures and mean family income.

.

.
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TABLE 26,
. .

MEAN TITLE I, FEDERAL, AND TOTAL REVENUE PER PUPIL BY PERCENT
BLACK =WENT IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED SCHOOL

DISTRICTS; 1972=73 TO 1975-76,

Percent f

Black
Enrollment

Title I
Revenue

1972 z-3 Average

Signifitance
$ 27
***

0- 9.99 17,

10-24.* 27
25.3 (L.A.) 41
26-49.99 46
50 & above 64

1973-4 Average $ 30
Significance ***

0-9.99 17
10-24.99 33
25.3 '(L.A.) 46
26-49.99 50
50 & above 76

1974 -'5 Average S 29
Significance ***
9-9.99 19
10-24.99 ` 36
25.3 (L.A.) 41
26 -49.99

N08,
50 & above 72

Federal
' Total .

.

High -Low Revenud High-Low Revenue, High-Low
(High /L7w) Per Pupil -(High/Low) Per Pupil (High/Low)

$ 81
***i

56

$47 106

(3.76) .100

128
163

Law PassedReform La
fe

$1,090 .

***

1,006

1,191
1,409
1,251

vi$245-

(1.24)

$ 75 $1,208
***, ***
54 1,161

$58 111
$107 1,172

(4.41) 81
(2.98) 1,182

124 1;804
161 1,489

$53

(3.7P)

***I

65
130

; 106
159
172

$328

(1.-28)

$1,0i
***

1,240

$107 1,272 .

$291
(2.65) 1,333 (1.23)

1,640
1,531

1975 -6 Average ,$ 30
Significance. ***

0 --9.99 19
10 -24.99 - 36 1

25.3 (L.A.) 41
.26-49.99 .49

4 50' & above" 75

$56
(3.95)

$ 91
* * *

68
137
a13

,145

169

.$1,449
***

1,397

$1Q1 1,441

(2.49) 1,436
1,795

AO.
1,749

$352
(1.25)

Significance levels: .

* = .05
** = .01

*** = .001

-
71

A
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TABLE 27

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF QUINTILES OF'PUPILS
IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED DItTRICTS RANKED BY
4 MEAN FAMILY INCOME: 1973-74,

74.

Mean,
Family.
Income /

(Quintiles)a
1.

Percent
Black
Student

Enrollment

1.973 -4 Averige 13%

Significance ***

less than $10,469 11

$10,470 - $11,724. 15

$11,725 7$12,400 9

0
$12,404 (L.A.)

)1Z, 700 or more- 4

Percent Percent
Chicano Uiban Number
Student Student , of -

Enrollment Enrollment Districts

18%

* * *

19.

21

13

25

6

81

92

90

95

.126

48

36

1

A8

a
Each quintile contains, as nearly as possible, one-fifth of iX1-
puPilslin average daily attendance in the state.

.Significance levelS:
* = .05 .

= .01
***= .001

V

72 ,

I

3
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TABLE 2A4

MEAN LOCAL EQUALIZED TAX RATE AMO 'LOCAL REVENUE PER PUPIL
FOR QUINTILES )F PUPILS-IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED DISTRICTS

RANKED BY MEAN FAMILY,INCOrE: 1972-73 TO 1975-76

Mean
Family
Income

(Quintiles)a

Local
Equalized -

, Tax High-Low
Rate (High/Low)

-

Local
Revenue
Per
Pupil

-
1972-3 Average

'
Significance

4.51
***

$673

less than $1q1049 4.64 507
$10,450411,114 4.47 O.-12 596
$11,705-$12,549' 4.71 (1.03) 737
$12,404 (L.A.) . 4.09
$12,550 or more 4.76

,-779

717
Reform Law Passed

1973-4 Average 3.99 $631
Significance *

than $10,469 3.72 493,less
,S10,470-$11,724 4.02 ' 0.39 595
$11,725-$12,699 4.23 (1.10k 712
$12,404 (L.A.) 3.90 4'645
$12,700 or more 4.11 704

L

- A

1974-5 Average 4.24 k$676
Significance *** --....

I
'less than $10,469 3:92 530
510,470-$11,719 4.61 0.46" 621
$11,720.4j.2,599 4.28 (1.10) 737
$12,4D4 ZL.A.9 _a 4`.-56 724
$12,600 or more 4.30 "- 753

-A-
-

1975-6 Average 4.32 . $761
Significance **

less than $10, 469 _ ,
. . 610

$10,470411,719 4,25 - 0.32 713
11,720412,599 4.38 (1.08) 848

S12,404 (L.A.) 4.42 ' 766
$12,600 or more. 4.40 864

High-Low
(High4,Low)

210
(1.41) .

03
(1.42)

4

(1.42)

.9,-Each quintile contains,as nearly,as possible, olae-fifth of all'
pupils in av4rage daily attendance in the state,

Significance levels:
*

**
***

=
=
=

.05

.01

.001
4

Y.
V

73



TABLE 29

MEAN STATE REVENUE, STATE + LOCAL REVENUE, AND PERCENT STATE SHARE
OF REVENUE PER PUPIL FOR QUINTILpS OF PUPILS IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED

DISTAICTS ANKED BY MEAN FAMILY INCOME:- 1972-3 TO 1975-76

Mean State
,Family Revenue
Income Per

equintilesja Pupil

Local ; State
Revenue

High-Lbw Per
(High /Low) . Pupil

High-Low
(High/Low)

% State
Share
or

Revehue

1972-3 Average $333 $1006 33
Significance *** *** ***
less than $10,449 384 892. 43
$10,450-$11,704 340 -58 935 152 36
$11,7.05-$12,549 333 (.85) 1071 (1.17) 31
$12,404 (L.A.) '282 1091 26
$12,550 or more 326 1044 31

Reform Law Passed

1973-4 Average $500 $1131 44
Significance ** ** ***
less than $10,469 582. 1075 54
510,470-$11,724 509 -110 1104 101 46
511,725-$12,699 492 (.81) 1205 (1.09) 41
$12,404 (L.A.) 443 1102 40
$12,700 or more 472 4 t 1176 40

1974-5 Average $530 51207 44
Significance *** ** ***
less than $10,469 618 1148 54
510,470-$11,719 540 -126 1161 107 47
11,720-512,599 523 (.80) '1261 (1.08) 42
$12,404 (D.A.) 476 ' 1127 39
$12,600 or more 492 1245 40

1975-6Average $593 . $1354 44
Significance % ** 4 ** ***
less than $10,469 669 1279 *52
$10,470-$11,719 612 -116 1325 138 46
$11,720-$12:599 565 (.83)' 1413 (1.11) 40
12,404 (L.A.) 556. 1338 47 .

512,600 or more 553 1417 39

aach quintile.contains, as nearly'as possible, one-fifth of all
-/pupils Pp average daily attendance in the State.

Significance levels:
*.=

** =
**-*

.05

.01 .

.001
40,

418 74
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TABLE 30

MEAN TITLE I, FEDERAL, AND TOTAL REVENUE PER PUPIL FOR
QUINTILES OP. PUPILS IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED DISTRICTS,
RANKED BY MEAN FAMILY INCOME: 1972-73 TO 1975-76

Mean 'Title..I
Family v Revenue
Income Per

(Quintilesja Pupil

,

High-Low
(High/Low)

Federal
Revenue

Per
Pupil.

.

.

High-Ldw
.(High/Low)

Total
Revenue
Per
Pupil

.

High-Lowyl
(High/Lowr

1972-3 Average $ 27
Significance ***
less than $10,449 30,

$10,450-$11,704 29
$11,705-$12,549 25
$12,404 (L.A.) 41
S12,550 or more '10

1973-4 Average $ 30
Significance
$5,000-$10,469 33
$10,470-$11,724 32
$11,725-$12,699 26
leas than $5,00b (L.A :) 47
$12,700 or more 12

197 -S Average $ 29
Significance ***
$ 5,0004107469

*$10,471)411,71
$11,720-$12,5'4 25
less than $5,111 (LA.) 41
$12,600 or store 11

1975-6 Average $ 30
Significance ***

S 5,000-$10,469 38
$10,47041,719 34
'$11,720-$12,599 25
less than $5,000 (L.A4 41

,12,600 or more 12

$ 81
***

$-20 102

(.33)
76
100
35

Reform Law Passed

$175
***

$-21 93

(.36) 92
69
81

t $.22
***

114 e
.28) 114

84
4 106

39

.$ 91
***

119

(.31) 117 i

81
59
43.

4

$-67
(.34)

$-:60

(.35?

(.34)

$-76
(.36)

.

$ 1090
***

998
1032
1149
1191
1080

$ 1208
NS

1183
1199
1275
1182
121.1

S 1301
NS

1267
1278
1346
1333
1285

$ 1449
NS

1415
1444'
1495
1436
1461

$82
(1.08)

.428
(1.02)

$18
(1.0)

$46,
(1.03)

a
Each quint±.e contains, as nearly as possible, one- fifth pf all
pupils in 'average, daily attendance in the state.'

Significance levels:,
* =

** = .01
*** = -.001

giM

4 .

4

83



. TABLE 31

MEAN TOTAL GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL F QUINTILES
CF PUPILS IN CALIFORNIA UNIFIED DISTRICTS ANKED BY

MEAN FAMILY INCOME: 1972-73 TO 197 -76

Mean Total
' Family General, Fund.
- Income Expenditures

(Quintiles)'- Per Pupil

0

High-Low'
(High/Low)

1972-3 Average'
Significance
less than $10,449
$10,500-$11,704
$11,705412,403
$12,404 (L.A.)
$12,550 or more

$1:033
**

1,042
973

1,004
1,111
1,033

Reform Law PaSsed

1973-4.Average $1,174
Signifircance
less thala$1pa 187
$10,470-$11,724 1,128
$11,725-$12,403 11140

412,404 -- 1,250
$12,700 or more 1,161

-$26
(.g781

1974 -5 Average
Significance
less than 510,469

$10,470-$11,719
$11,720-$12,403

'$12,404 (L.A.)
$12',600 or more

$1,288

I NS
. 1,311

1,244
1,271
1,340
1,269.

(968)

1975-6 Average
§ignificance
less than $10,469
$10,470-$11,719
$11,720-$12,403
$12,404 (L.A.)
$12,600 or more

$1,398

NP
1.,394

1,366
1,395
1,44/
1,392,

-$2

t.999).

asach quintile contains,, as nearly as posslble, one-fifth of all
pupils in .verage daily attendance in the state.

Significance levels:
* = .05 S.

** = .0
*** = .001 ,

Por

A

4
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. CONCLUSIONdIAND RECOMMENDATIONS

,
r.,4)
.4v-

%

This study has examined the California School Finance Reform)

Law passed in 1972-73 and its effect on disadvantaged children in

California.

Theresearch questionn which this study attempts to shed

light are:

1. To what extent are ethnic and income groups isolated by

school district boundaries? Are ethnic and income groups

concentrated in a few districts or are they widely dis-

tributed Wfloig many districts?

2. To what extent is the level. of revenue available for

education related to district wealth before and after the

--reformAL

3. What disparities exist among the major ethniC,and4ncome

groups in mean educational revenues and expenditures?

4. To what extent are the changes in resources available to

poor and minority schools and districts,witdthe passage

of the reform legislation equaliing or nOnequalizing?

5. How can we account for the differenges .in education.)

Prevenue available.to different ethnic and income groups?

PreViout Summarie iof.chapters have answered mostof these

)
questions. Black studepts

y4
terrdto'be much more concentrated in a few

large.urban districts, while Brown student dispersed throughout
,

all kinds of districts, from the largest urban to the smallest

rural district.

In general, California has experienced a mild positive reform

in finanCing of their public schools wlien SB 90 was implemented

in 1972 -13., However, the reform las continued the;trends and basic

.77
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financing system entact prior to the reform legiblation.

We discovered a high and positive correlation between wealth

per pupil and state and local revenue. per pupil which was not

significantly changed by theoreform laW.
4
This finding results

largely from the dedte of, save harmless contained in the bill.

The time it 'would take to actually begin to reduce the' disparities

was calculated'at.a minimum of twenty years and, because of the

voted override provisions left in thg law, rich districts could

conceivably never converge on the spending levels of the poorer

districts. The trial judge found this so disheartening that he

outlawed SB 90 as an inadequate legislative response.
4

Our wealth quintile analysis confirmed these findings. Before

and after the reform, the higher the wealth quintile, the .grater

The state and local revenues that were available to districts

(despite the fact that the state revenue available was equalizing-

in that'it declined in proportion to wealth).

The major features of the -reform law basically, raised the

foundation ievels ofSall distriCts by increasing the percentage of

state aid. Also urban adjustments were made to channel more funds

,to' urban districts. . The expenditure limits had very little effect ,

on equalization since rich districts could vote to raise taxes and

spend more local funds. The results of these major features. in

SB 90 tended to reduce overall disparities in terms of total revenue

and'expell.ditures. This was accomplished basically by increasing the

State share.

Negative and significant Pearson coefficients were found

each i4r between percent Black and Asian, and state reven per

pupil and' expenditures per pupil. Indeed, the-Black student coef-

78 91
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titient for state revenue increased in significance, 'after the

,

reform. Chicano and Anglo students, on the other, hand, have prac-

tically the exact dpPosite pattern of coefficients: the relation

between ethnicity and state revenue and expenditures per pupil

is insignificant and.positive for both, and insignificant and negative

betweeni:lercent Chicano and expenditures. Percent Anglo ad expendi-

tures are also negatively correlated, and significant (Table 13).

'What all this means, of, course, is that the state has tradi-

tionally provided less equalization aid to Blacks and Asiani than to

Anglos andChicanos. Neyertheless, local revenue raised in Black

and 4sian,dstricts has been sufficient to offset the lesser amounts

of state subventions, causing cpenditures and ethnicity to register.

as highly significant and positiVe coefficients for Black, and Asian

students:

Disadvantaged children'in t e urban districts fared better in

' total per pupil expenditures and raising of,total revenue before and

after the refOrm. The reform lac,/ tended to drive more state funds

into the large cities while Lowering their tax effort. The net

effect is an attempt tow2rds equitable expenditures for disadvan-

taged youths in urban areas. However, the increases were not sub-

stantial either prior to nor after the reforth law.

Disadvantaged children, Mainly poor Chicano, Anglo and4fimtted

English speaking students, in rural district's, were, penalized on if,

equalization measures. There were no provisions for equitable

KJ-
spending in the rural counties and districts.

The irony. of the reform, of course, is that the "equ4izing*

effect is adverse to those minority groups who happen to live

in.property...-rich.districts. From the preceding observations, we

79
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can see that these'are Blacks and Asian American students. Because

they tend to live in highly urbanized areas, many of whichare'de-

clining 'in enrollment, their wealth per pupil appears to be high,

although they are often less well off than many of the others in

terms of income per person Equalization.*will, practically speaking,

be beneficial to Chicanos and Anglos and harmful tollacks and

Asians. McAt of this difference is accounted for by geographic

locale.

The inevitability of harmful effects from most equalization

schemes on Blacks and Asian students can be countermanded only

th ough eliberate efforts at maintaining programs designed to aid

th ],earnifig by means of categorical aid or pupil weightings with

a factor highly correlated with these ethnic groups such as "urban

status." On 'the other 'nand, equalization schemes should benefitstatus."
.

-Anglos and Chidanos whb are in non-urban s'etting& directly. 'Urban
,

,

dwelling Chicanos can be helped by the categorical aid or pupil $.

u

weighting approach;, Chicanos, in particular and some Asians can

also be assisted with the enlargement of the currently woefully

underfunded bilingual education program..

Equalization of the sort required by Serrano is, of course, only

a''first step toward the broader concept of) "equity. :' Once the equal

base has been esta lished, those students needing more services

must be identified and provided these services through additibnal

programs. Such "ineqtalities" established for educational reasons

were not outlawed by the court. Only irratio l and non-education

rielksons, such.as amount pf district property v lth, were outlawed.

On the sway to equity, several pitfalls are certain be a ncountered,

producing.the kind of ironical results from policy changes of the sort
4

1:t
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reported herein. If any, assistance is forthcoming from the findings

to preyent a, Serrano solution from reducing educational revenue

for minorities in its attempts to equalize wtea4h, this study will

,had served its purpose.

k
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'Appendix A

Summary of California School Finance Reform Proposals

Appendices A and B give a summary overview of school finance reform

proposals from 1961 to 1977-78. These summariesido not include any of .

the most recent school finance findings related to Proposition 13 which

will,clearly affect the school financing system in California.

1. - Statewide Property Tax

A. statewide property tax had been proposed in eleven.(11)'major

p

school i nance bills between 196 and 1972. Before Serrano, this

notion was defeated in AB 1406 (G ne), and immediately after

Serrano I it was,reintroduced practically verbatim as SB 212 (Dent).

(a) Amount's of Funding

1) Total Amount., SB 2 2 created little new funding.

Essentiaaly-a redi tribution scheme, it reapportioned

more benefits than it created. The bulk of the reap--

portionment, of course, would benefit school districts

with less wealth.

2) By Program Type.

a) Foundation Program. SB 212, increased the founda-

tion level minimums from the 197241evel of $335

per ADA in elementary schools to $550 per ADA.
0

The cost associated with this raisetwas reasonably

rbw. Raisifig all dittricts in California to the

amounts spent by theihipestc10% would have amounte

to $1.382 billion. Of course, SB 212 made no such

proposal.

.,,

1
Ai:nold J. Meltsner and Robert Nakamura, "Political ImpliCations of

Serrano," in John Pincus (ed.) School Finance in Transition: The Courts:
and Educational Reform, (Cambridge: Biklinger Publishing Co.), pp. 257-
86.

95-
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b) Type of Formulal SB 212 substituted a unite.

form statewide llvy_for the complicated set-

of levies in existence in 1972. These included

the required 'local effort-known as the "compu-

tational tax Pate," a local tax rate'anda -

number of local over ides, some requiring

voter approval, some requiring only'district

board approval. The uniform statewide levy
A > ft

was phased in over a five-year period. Each

year, districts that taxed'themselyes in

excess of the statewide.rate established by.

the bill, with the total set of taxes mentioned

above, would be able to reduce their teal tax

.rates and overrides gradually until the total

reached the statewide rate.

2. 'The Watson Initiative Constitutional Amendment2

(a) Amounts of Funding -

Another perennial reform measur) wa'siproposed by

Los Angeles County Assessor Phillip Watson. It had

failed to obtain sufficient legislative support prior

'to :Serrano I, but,. the ruling gave him the -justification

he needed to introduCe it as statewide constitutional

amendment on an initiative ballot which qgalified for

the ballot, but 'which' was defeated in the.November 1972

elections*.

2California Legisiatilre, Assembly ComMittee on'Revenue and Tax-,
, ation Facts'About the Watson Initiative, 'a prelilinary report,

December 26, 1971 and Yenson,det al Final Report to the Senate.
Select Committee onSchool Digtrict Finance, June 12, 1972.
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Not only, did the Watson Amendment not create new

funding, it would have actually reduced state support

by 8771 million by cutting and freezing the local

property tax rate at $2 per hundred fot schools (K-12).

Ittcontained no means by which to offset the cuts with

increases from state revenues. Moreover, it denied

the'voters and iegislatOrs the power ever to increase

the rate. it.left the problem of, replacing the cuts

to the creativity of the legislators, which accounted

in part for its lack of legislative appeal.

3. ,State Board Bill

One other statewide Property taxbill introduced at this

tire was SB '1171 (Teale) forlthe State Beard of Education.

Since/thi's was "reintroduced in the 1973-74 session as AB 720/SB-38

it will be discussed'later. 4

4. The Gross Receipts Tax

(a) Total Amount. SB_102.(Collier) proposed a gross receipt
. . ( -0,

. 4 tax which would have brought in $4 billion-91d would

have increased the state's share of the education bill
4

from the current 35% to'100%; butSince it replaced

thesiles tax, it dia*not provide significantly/more

money, by means of this substitution. The proposal
*

also eliminated the local-residentihl'property tax

and augmented gyoss receipts. with a statewide business

property tax 9nL non-residential property.

5. District Power Equalizing

The purest district power equalizing progeam everproposed

by the Legislature was a result of a study commiessioned by the.

84
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Senate Select Committed on school di'dtrictrfinance.3 ,Dr. Charles
, .

'Bensot of the thliversity of California:at gerkeleywas the .staff

-44consultant.

(a) Amount of Funding. A

1) Total AmoUnt The total net dollars 'in the law
4 ;

were not new but recaptured fromi the wealtIier

districts, and the law even produced a net savings.

2) By Program Type. The bill phased in a statewide
1 J

A

tax -rate of $3.87 for a minimum expenditure on a,

statewide schedule over the period 1974-75 tp.

J988-84, with aminimum 'eFpenditt of $1689. It

required by 1984 that all expenditure be financed,

by a local rate of .0518 Per $100 assessed vilua-
.

tion fcir every additional $20 per pupil that the

4,

distrget wished to raiseup to a maximum add-on

level of $2250 (at $1.5827 local and $$3.87 state-

wide tax). 'Districts raising more than the,,sehedule"

would lose money through recapture.

6 The Santa Cruz,. Plan

w
Santa Cwwcalled the Santa'Cruz Committee onFunding Education.4

AB 1283 (Arnett) resulted from a planning group that met in

The statement released ,in March 1972 and reaffirmed as the mbdi-

/

fied Santa'Cruz Plan in October 1974 provided for a gradual

3
Ibid.

4Santa Cruz Coinmitteeon Funding Education, "Policy Statement on
School Finance," March 27, 1972.

'5
October.8, 1974.

-J
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five-year implementation toward compliance with Serrario by

'Imeang of a progressi've computational shift of assessed value
, . .

between 4chool districtS and a.,wealth equaliling fund., Local ,. .

property taxes would be reduced through expenditure limits and,

throu gh raising the, level of statewide support from the State

General Fund. V

N

(a) imount of Funding. The amount ofrnew funding under

the Santa Cruz-Plan was not entirely determinate.

1 The plan set guaranteed dollar amounts, whfch,.by

1979-80, would be,different fo'r different levels of

district's for the same relative tax effort. However,

the amounts were'left upito the Legislature and only

ranges, were suggested. yoreover, An inflation adjust-

ment was proposed for automatic update each year.

1) By Program Type:-Equalization would be achieved

by 6haring the tax base assets of wealthier dis-

tricts with poorer dist.ricts through mandatory

.computatiOnal pooling and redistributiOfi o 20%,

of each district's non-residential assessed valua--,

tion in 1975-76,.and increasing it by20% per pupil

until all .the districts shared. Each district

could also voluntarily place a percentag4 of its-

ADA in an ADA pool equal to the percentage of

its total assets Ero rata in proportion to the ADA

it inserted.

A Some of the problems which caused this.plan to

fail were 1),the absence of a'breakdown of data on

residential and non-iesidelltial assessed val4tion,
e
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which was. neeAed to determine the true

impact of that provision on statewide costs;

and 2) the voluntary natute of ADA poOling pro-
.

puced uncertainiy,

7. William Brown's Need Factor

The chairman.of the Assembly

Pluring the immediate past-

'1*.

Ways ant Means Committee

period, wgs a legisIfor

from Sari Francisco, a district which.stpod to rose millickis

under practically every wealth equalizing proposal that ignored

the.special problems of urban districts"., San Francisco ranked,

high above the average district in terms of thb official measure

of wealth, but also 'above average in'termi of needs and costs,

and telow average in terms of family income.

Assemblyman Brown's solution was a "needs factor bill

B 1876) which administered the basic educatidn grant from thg-

state.

.(a) Amount of.Funding.

""s.
1.1) Total Amount. New state money according to staff

estimates would amount to $iA billion for basic

grants and $400 million for the need factor,

2) BY,Trograprlype. 'The nedt'factor.adjusted the

basic edueation grant,by factors which measured

Ar;
the presence of language handicapped, disadvantaged

meaSuredby AFDC),.student.transiencyand

teacher mobility. The factored supplements w/uld (
A

not be general aid, but entitleMents accruitg"to

thoserdistricts with submittedsapplications with

Plans And procedlities to improve education for

16income stddents. 1-1% Where' improvement 4/as ot''!
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,

evident; the district would lose its eigitle-
.

ment.
.

When it was evident'that'hiS bill had little

chance for tucCess, Assemblyman Brown required

that any bill expected,to pass through his'key

committee would have to include hii factor form-

ula: SB 90, which is discussed next, complied

with that requiretent, albeit at' much less cost.

%at

8\8
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Appendix B

,

Post- Serrano Referzh Efforts 1.:n the Legislature

Judge Jetfferson,in his opinion in Serrano I, struck downSB 90

as an inadequate attempt at equalization. The timk it would take to

equalize disfrict spending was estimated at thirty ysars,:or perhaps

longer, because of the''vpted override feature and becauSe it failed

-Co deal' with the inequities in the system such as basic aid', which ,

goes to rich as.well as poor districts.

-Stiqking down-Of*SB 90 prompted a number of new proposals, some

of which main only revived old ideas,e'et'many of which were ten-
,

uinely fresh. .

1. the State Board Bill

Th4 State Board of Education Bill, mentioned above,

which was'introdu6pd as SB 1171 (Teale) iri'1972 was

revived.'as AB 720 (Greene) and SB 383 (Rodda).. It provided

for a statewide property tax and a district powoelualiz-
. .

ing formula above the "quality level," a new name given to

the foundation level but witliSe new twist. It also included
t . /'?

- categorical aig:.for transportation, meals for needy pupils,

bilingualiteducation monies, and new funding cp.t. Early Child-

hood Education and e Educationally Disadvantaged Youth"
. ,

Program (Willie Brown's factor approach). It also changed'

the pupil count in the finding formulas from ADA to avere
.

,
1

daily memberShip (ADO), which was welcomed by urban districts,

who were pen.alized tinder. the ADA colpt by high truancy
.

rates. Districts must provide services'on the basis of

enrollmept counts,' whether or not pupils are present or

truant.

ti
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<a) Amounts of Funding.
c

1) Total Amounts.. According to a computer

sillatiop model,the total cange in state

aid due to. AB 720/SB 383 was $39,392,000 .

for 197'6-77. After ghat year, hoevei., it -

fell prp ressively. By 1979=80, the increase

requ d was only $36,919,952.

By ogram TypeT AB 707E-383'replaced the

.

founAlation level with a quality 19ve1 of

suppprt which was cons4derably higher ($1120

per '.elementary pupil cdmpared with $888 _per

elementary pupil under $B i90). More mpor-

tantly, it had derived this "quality revel"

'of support by actually pricing out the cost

of educatiog.in California rather than simply

',providing a 'computational" minimum which bore

no relationsftip to costs.

After a five-year phase -in period, the

-,per pupil amounts would be expected to be at

the quality level for all districts with no'

local tax effort. Instead,-a statewide prop- )

erty.tax of:$4 wouldbe levied by the state

against all districts, and phased in at $.80
, . .

a year, while the computatibpal tax rate would

decline proportiionatefy.

,

f.

1
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AB.720/S137:183tils6 repealed the basic

aid provision of the Education Cade, which

guarantees to-all districts $120 per Pupil.'

regardless of the wealth of the district. It

also required that,:eafter 1975
,
6,../districtsw

with revenue limits above 150%.ofthe quality

level could only inciea:Se'revenue limits by

.Voter approval. Districts with revenue limits

less than the quality level could increase up

to that levef immediately, and were required

to do so by the end of the five-year phase-in.

Tax rates were equalized by a comp'uta-

tional leveling of assessed values per pupil.

After the phise-in, the required local effort

to rai one dollar per pupil iri revenue above

the q lity level would be based on the assump-

tion than district wealth was equal to the

state average. In the first year, all dis-

tracts with wealth per pupil greater than that

necessary to raise the 90th percentile or less

than the 10th percentile would be credited with

a wealth equal, to the 90th and 10th. percentiles,

respectively. Districts lying between these

parameters would use their local wealth to

raise revenues above the quality level.- Eati

year, the equaliz4ion.4kands would spread,
,

first to 80th and 20th percentiles, then.to 70th

and 30th, uhtil% finally in the fifth year, all

91
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districts would 'be-creditea with
,
the state

-average for theit type of district.

The State'Board plan would have een a
.

complete solution to Serrano, but its pro- ..f,

s ponents were too few in. number. It failed to

Pais the 1973-74 legislative Session:

Legtslatioh which did pass successfully
.

- ,

through the 19.73-74 session was in-the nature

of 'clean-up" or "trailer v bills for S73' 90's

t technical, failings ,and eventual fiscal-inad-
,

1 equacies. AB °1267 was the 1973-4/4 trailer,'

/r and later,bills Upgraded the .state's 's hare and

Antroduced better equalization measures.- Some
A

. of these later efforts will be discussed below.

.2. Subsequent ReformAetemOts.-

.

The years intervening'between the stv.king doim of SB 90

in SerraTI and the eventual proposal which directly addres-
,

sed Serrano II, and which is currently iaw (AB 65'.Greene),

saw a lot' of activity in support of,reform,encOuraged by

both Governor Brdwn;and the Speakers of both Houses, McCarthy

'. and Mills.

.The public activity took the form of task forces '4n sehool
.

finance and tax reform appointed by Speaker McCarthy.
1

The

work of both groups was voluminou, so only a brief reference
.0,

1Task Force Serrino/DriestTax Reform, Agenda, August 27:1976.
(mimeo).

'1,05
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to the school finance task force can be made here.

ThetSpeaker's Task Force.On of Finance was.directed

to "...(1) Gather whatever data is necessary and deveyp

' required simulation models which are necessary in .order to

rialyze and didplay the impact .of. alternative Serrano v.

Priest proposals on different types of taXpayers and school

districts, and (2) to. develop alternative reform proposali

ilrconsideration by the Legislature in January including'

41.

pertinent informatibn."2
1 ,

In September 1976 the TaskForce divided itself into

stibcommitteds to consider the following potssible Serrano

reforms: .

(,.. ,

(1) Full state as mption, educational vouchers, state

tassumption of eachers' salari es.

(2) Wealth equalization, disri.ct power equalitation,'

county-regional equalizatioh, percentage eqUaliza-

tign schemes,,variable computational tax rates,

stratified equalitaiiontapcording to.diStrict

. size.

3) 'Split rpif assessment' roll with power

splipftroll without power equalizing,

future assessment grtwth.

.1

equnlizing,.

state. tax on

(4) Other: 'Future state funds through homeowner/renter

tax relief, redbfinition of the state's fundamental

)
nteresi in'the constitution, validation of the

present law,

2Ibid..
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Clearly, the planWas to reevaluate all of the potential

solutions to Serrano and to choose thote which appeared

politically viable.

Three reforms received the most consideration:

(1) A countywide tax,, as a first:step toward a state-

wide tax (AB 2896, Greene) ;

(2) Spltt roll assessment, i.e. differing ASiden-

tial and non-residential rates

(3) Wealth pooling device's which-wtiuld require freezing

lax rates in high weal -(h districts and theestab-

lishment of h minimum tax rate for recapture

.
.purposes (SB '809, Campbell). -

Despite the extensive research of these proceedings,-the -

Governor ultimately ignored all, of the task force tecommen-.

dabions and developed a plan which was completely different,.
.,

The Governor's bill,"which was carried by the Chairman of
P. . . - 1,..

the Assembly Edhcation ComMittee,AB 65 (Greene), is the

subject Of the.next.section cif- the' study.

o

1
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Appendix C

I

The Recent Reform Law (A8'65)

while the most recent law in'California is the result of .

p OSt-Seifano II activity,- that law is' so recent no'empirical data

isavaiiable to report 4n.this study. As a result, while1the pro-!

visions of that legislation-wilI be explained in this section, it

will actually be SB 90; theI gislature's response to Serrano I,

. wh-iph ivill6ethe focus of.the eMpirical'pant'of the study below.
0. .

1 f

. Finahcial Provisions of AB 65

AB 65 las ed'by theLegitlature,oh September, 2;
4

1977, but tax rates for 1977-78 were set on September 1,

1977: -As a result, most of the general finance provisions

do not take_effect until 1978-7, including increases in

.,.

toundatidn levels and revenue limits,
.

_and the provisidhs
. -

r governing to relief and wealth- equalization. However,

categorical aid provisions And a one -time grant to compen-

sate for the delay in.equalization aid to distridts do take

effect.immediately.

.2. Foundation Levels ,

*
Foundation program-amounts increased by'$75 perADA

. . .

for 1977-78. Because of 'the delay in-implementation of the

bill, they will jump by $154 for 1978-79, and Will increase

-

. ..,,
..

.

by,another $119 for 1979-80. Thereafter,, the foundatiOn '-..
.ie

- 'program amounts will increase by 6% per year. Table A shows.

. the foundation-program amounts through 1981-8.

0

'Robert pingleton and Paul Goldfinger, "California's New School
Finance Law: General Finance and Categorical Aids Provisions,"

.0ctoper, 1977, (mimeo). -,



'Table A. Foundation Program Routs,
-

, v., . .

Increase. % Increase
Ye'ar Elementary- School Unified ONier Prior (Based upon,

- -Year UnifiedValue),
: - .., .. A. .. .

8 'High- I

1976 7 1012'

1977-78 1087

.1978-79 1241.
.

1979-80 1poo

'1980-81 1446.

1981-82' 1538

e
3. Pevenue Limits

1198 1Q93 eel

1273 '..11'68 $ 75 6.9%

1421 1322 . $154 13.2%

'1546, 1441 $119 .0%

1632 1527 $,86. 6-.0%

1724 1619, $,92 6.0%

.1

Revenue limits were computed in the usual manner for 1977-78,

with a 'district getting a revenue limilkidCrease equal tb $75

multiplied by the district's squeeze factor.

Beginning in 1978.779, high Tevenue districts are subject to,a

double squeeze - -ifs in the prior year, the dis4rict's revenue *
d

limit exceeds 120% of the'foundation program, then the revenue
-.

,

limit increase, fof the district will be based an 7% of the

/ foundation program, squeezed, rather than the full incrdase in

the foundation program amount,- squeezed, (When the increase in

I

.- .-

the foundation program drops below `1%,C as in '1980-81 and 4ter-
. )

.wards, the double squeeze ddeS not apply,) Thus, for exampli4e.in
1-.1:

1979-80 high revenue districts, get revenue limit increASes based*
).

on a 7% increase ,(about li)( squeezed, instead of the full $1*
' to

increase; squeezed (see Table A).

' Because of the extreme discontinuity in the double squeeze ..-
- .

formula, It would be possible
.

fbr a district with
.

a revenue limit
1

-
.

0
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a

ht, say, the 121% leyel -one year to wind up with a lower

revenue limit than ar,dibtrict that was right at the 120% leyel.

'A hdld-h4ini1es.s provision. prevents this.

AB 65 mikes up for the lack of large revenue limit increase

in 1977-78 by recomputing higher "computations;" 1977-78 revenue.
V

limits are computed 'ussing:the foundation program amounts shown,

in Table B, and.these are used to compute the 1978-79 revenue-4'7

limits: (The recomputed 1977-78 revenue limits are used only

for computing the 1978-79 revenue limits, and do not change a

district's 'revenue in 1977-78.)

Table B. Foundation Program Amouhts Used for Recomputing the
1977-778 Revenue Limit 1978-79 Revenue Limit.

High Increase -%-Incrbase
r Elementary School 145pified Over Prior (Based upon

+ Year Unified Value)

1976-77 1012 1198

1977-78 ' .1132 1318

1978-7,9 1241 1427

:1093

1213 $120 11.0%

1322 t $109 9.0%

The "double Squeeze" is used for hig4 revenue districts in

-Irecomputing.the 1977-78 revenue limit, and again in using that

value to compute' the 1978-79. revenue Nimit. It will continue to

be used in each year that t'he increase 'in the foundation program

amount exceeds 7%.,

4, Extra State ,Aid in 1977J-78 for Equalization Aid Districts

Had AB ,65 passed earlier; all districts would have had revenue

limits equal' to the "recomputed" 1977 -78 revenue limit (see

above). ,In addition, equaliz'ation aid districts would have re-

ceived an additional S45 per ADA in equalization aki because AB 65

I
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would ;have iffCreased the foundation program amounts by an

extra $45 or 1277-78.

In ordertb coMp'ensate districts for not getting any help in

'1977:78, AB 65 provides a one-time grant to equalization aid dis-

tricts equal to $45 times. the district's squeeze factor for most

districts, but only $3 times the districts squeeze factor for

those districts with revenue limits above the 120%'range.

basic.aid districts would have paid for ,any higher revenue
o.

limits solely from local property taxes, and tax rates were

already set, they.do not get any revenue help in 1977-78 from

AB 65.

5. Declining ADA

Beginning in 1978-79, districts which had a declIpe in ADA

of over one percent will compute their revenue limit adjustment

for declining ADA, using /75% Of their loss
4
in ADA this Year plus

50%,of their loss in ADA in the previous year. However, if a

district does hot" meet the criterion of having the onepertent

loss in'ADA in the current year,it does not get any revenue

limit adjus)tment, even if its lost in the prior year was well

over one percent.

6. Slippage--Tax Relief for Equalization Aid LSistricts

blippage...is the term used to describe the situation .where

assessed value per ADA 'grows faster than the foundation program

amounts, resulting in the percentage of the foundation prograr-,%.--

funded by state aid slipping from year to year.'

AB 65 totally eliminates slippage. Beginning in 1978-79,

the computational tax rates used to determine equalization aid

for elementary and high school,s will be adjusted annually,'so

98
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rii

. 9
s that the perce0age of state aid as a fraction of the totalo

foundation program for equalization aid districts v!.#111-be the

same as it was in 1977-78. Adjustments to the computational

ta.xvrates will be_made separately.for elementary and high

,schools.
a.

The folaowing table shows these estimated computational

,-*

'.$

4

tax rates:

Year Eleinentary,

1977-78

1978-79

.1979-80.

1980-81

1981-82

$2.23

2.17'

2.13

2.07

2.04

High School

$1.64

1.53

1.47

1.38

1

/

Thus, equalization aid districts will get tax relief estimate

tea to be 210 at the elementary level 'and another 320 at the ,'

high school level (53%o four a unified school district),by 1981-82

under this provision of AB 65.
,.

.
1

.

- . '" '7. Guaranteed Yield - More Tax Relief for EqualiAFfOn Aid

Districts , , , fA .4 .. r
^ .

: The Guaranteed Yield Progrim (GYP) is a wealth equalizing
.. t,

plan that proVides corrsic(erabie tax relief to low wealth dis-,
.

,

tricts'beginning in 1978-79. Additional state aid is provided

throdkh the GyP'for all eqil,lization said districts with current,i

revenue limits in excess of the foundation program. ,Future

voted overrideS are also covered.
-

The formulas create a GYP wealth equal to the be--

tNeen equalization aid and basic aid districts LTqual to the

Y
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,foundation program amount Minus basieaid ($120) divided by

computational tax rates as determined by theslippage fOrmula->

see section 6 above)7. Districts with modifipd assessed value

per ADA 'of less than the GYP wealth on'the elementary level,

high school level, or both levels, will get additibnal 'state_

aid to pay for revenue limits:iri excess of the foundation program

amounts. This added state aid replaces local revenues and thus
* II

provides tax relief for the district.

The application of the formula consistrs of the following

steps:

\
(1) For each level (elementary or high school) compute an

amount per ADA,equal to the district's revenue limit

minus the fouridation program amount.' This is the

amount tb be wealth equalized.

(2) Using thd GYP wealth for that level, determine the

-r! 4isx rate needed to raise this amount per ADA.

(3) Using the4 district's modified assessed value per ADA

for that level-,determine the amount'of revenue that

the district would raise from the computatiodal tax

.

rate determined in'itep (2).
.

,

.

.

.

.

, (4) The GAD state aid is equal to the amount'df tile wealth
.

equal .zed fro step (l) minus lle local effort, computed
. -.7J

.

in step (3). A unified,distriarlIpay gelt.GYP revenue,A . t

. on one level only; it is bssicaid on the:other-leyel:
q

8. Wealth Equalization for.Hlgh Wealth Districts

Several provisions of AB 65 result in. wealth equalization

for high wealt districts and therefore mean higher tax rates
; if

in those districts. All of the following provisions are effeptive

beginning- 1978T79.

100'
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(a) Basic Aid r ,
.4

r

.Basic aidls ieduceefrom $125 per ADA to $12Q

per ADA in 1978-79. Equalization aidsdistilcts get

r.

an extra $5per ABA in equalization 'id to offsetIthis

loss, but basi,F aid districts must make up for this
( ,

loss from ldcal prokgty taxes.
.

(b) Minimum Tax Rate' .

Some few very high weaIth'distrIcts fund their

revenue limit with tax rates (including areawide tax

, rates) of less than $1.00 on the elementary level,
r

$.80 on the high school level, and $1.80 on the unified

4

A

t
level. This,provision.of AB 65 would require these

.* .
\districtqto levy. tax. rates of at laast these amounts,

, t
-

and for the stat-e-to recapture the revenue ftom the

tax increase. Districts which vote revenue limit over-

ridesstill do not escape this form of recapture.

(c)* Voted Overrides

All-futurrvoted revenue limit overrides are com-

pletely wealth equalized. It was noted above that low

wealth districts that vote overrides are covered.under'

the -GYP pro'gram: Similarly ,'high wealth districts must

- levy taxes' to pay for voted overrides as though their

weafth were equal to the GY'wealth (described above),

Since basic aid districts are all wealthier than the

GYP wealth, thi's,computed tax rate will raise more in

the district than the,amount of the voted override, and

this excess revenue is recaptuTed by the state.

.101
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(d) PYG Tax

9. SIRS'-'

The formulas for co uting state aid and the revenue limit

73
adjVttment for the Stat Teachers Retirement System (STRS)

. undergo a radical cIange in 1979-80, resulting in a much simpler
\

.
,4. system.

,

District contributions to STRS will be 8.0% of certified

salaries in 1978-79 and this percentage will grow by 0.5% per

Ba ic aid districts are alse,subjects to the School

District Equalizzation Tax, popularly known as the neg-

ative GYP, or the PYG. Under this provision, a peroen-

tage of the amount by whici a high wealth district -.

revenue limit exceeds the foundation program amount is

wealth equalized. Thus, 10% in 1978-79, 15%,tn 1979-80,'

or 20% in 1981-81 and thereafter of the difference

) betwpen the revenue limit and the foundation program

amount gets wealth equaliZed. Again, the GYP wealth is

used to determine a computed tax rate required to raise

the amount to be wealth equalized, and the excess rev-

enues are recaptpared by the state.

4 A unified district that receives alization aid

on one level but only basic aid on the other level is

not subject to the PYG nor to the recaptured aspect of

the voted override rottlsion.

year until it reaches 10.0% in 1982-83.
&

1-% Beginning in 1979-80, state aid*.dfor STRe will be apportioned
. -

using a formula similar to thp,GY.P. High wealth distridts will

tf

)ge no'state aid. Spmehigh wealth-district-currenty get state
4
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4

et

aid for STRS equal to.a few cents on the tax rate.

The exact formula for determining state aid for STRS uti-W
lines the following steps:

(1) Districts are given a computational wealth equal to the

GYP wealth .per ADA multiplied by 1.125. Thus,-districts
/

are leveled Up higher than the GYt wealth by a factor

of one-eighth. .

(2) Compute the tax rate necessary tok,raisethe STRS contri-

bution as'though the dfstrict's wealth was computed in

step el). This calculation is done separately on the

.elementary and high school levels of a unified school

listrict

(3) Compute the actual yield fegin the tax rates dilermined

in step (2), using the district's modified.ssessed

value per ADA.

(4) State aid.ts equal to (a) the district's contribution,

to STRS minus (b) the yield from, the computationalltax
c-

rate determined in step (3). There.is no recapture if

this amount is negative.

Districts are allowed a revenue limit adjustment equal to

the. full ,amAnt that must be raised locally. There will no

longer be ,any encr achmentpn general revenues due to aVartial

revenue limit adj tOent, a problem that was severe for many
ce"

low wealth districts.

Also, in 1978-79, the amount o.f the district cost fbr,STRS
Ns.

that was made part of the,1972-73 base yea!, revenue 1imitlgets

taken out of the 1978-79 base'revenue Theref6i*e, local

costs of STRS will no loger be squeezed:
,
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The state will aisd:irlorase its direct contribution to SIRS
aof

by 3% of certificated, salaries, to be phased in over. six years.

Under AB 65, then, local districts pay.an,extv. 2% of salaries

(with all blit the highest wealth districts geWng state sub-

-sidies) and the state pgying all of another 3% of salaries, for

a total increase of 5% going to -ete STRefund.

ti

(-
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